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I take too many selfies. I know I’m not supposed 
to admit to such narcissism, 
acknowledging that the shallow 
depths of my self-reflection 
mirror those of Narcissus. Yet, 
as I’ve persisted in document-
ing my self-ie, I’ve come to see 
value in this pat-on-the-back 
photography (bear with me).
Consistently the image of 
traditional beauty that we’re 
presented with in media is one 
of a white, thin and supposedly 
healthy, able-bodied, and often 
photoshopped-to-oblivion 
person. The variation between 
these conventional images 
is low, and when we see faces 
or bodies that do challenge 
the traditional beauty image, 
they will generally conform in 
other ways or will be the butt 
of a joke. These beauty images 
are unreal, and they function 
to present impossible ideals, 
unrealistic expectations. 
The faces which actually 
make up the populace have one 
thing in common: they’re all 
different. Yet the quirks which 
give our faces and bodies char-
acter, which make them ours, 
are glossed over in the world 
of lights and cameras. The 
occasional “oddity” which does 
get accepted in this world is 
generally fetishized, or treated 
as an exception to the rule. 
Oftentimes, they become more 
a part of the person’s “brand” 
than their appearance: just take 
Cindy’s mole, Lara’s gap, Cara’s 
eyebrows, and Kim’s butt. 
What does it say about 
our physical characteristics 
when they’re either fetishized 
in media or capitalized on? 
When those physical char-
acteristics are made into a 
joke, or only accepted under 
certain circumstances?
It devalues those char-
acteristics; it sets them up as 
other, different, and unat-
tractive. We mere mortals don’t 
have the resources to snip, 
suck, tighten, lift, increase, 
decrease, and plumpen all of 
our imperfections, and we 
don’t fit within the frames 
of hegemonic beauty.
Selfies emerge as a chal-
lenge to this dominant narra-
tive of exclusive beauty. Ok, yes, 
they’re still largely narcissistic 
or whatever, but selfies give 
us the opportunity to display 
those features we like, or which 
make us different. Someone 
with big pearly whites can show 
off their 1000-lumen smile. 
Someone with a prominent 
nose can present a striking pro-
file. We can mask or magnify 
whatever characteristics we 
choose to, rather than shying 
away from cameras because 
we aren’t Gisele Bündchen. 
More than that though, 
we can show through selfies 
that we are more than the sum 
or our parts. Selfies are for 
showing personalities, events, 
and emotions. Selfies aren’t just 
about slapping body parts into a 
frame and hitting hefe. They’re 
about making faces, shooting 
from different angles and in 
interesting places. If you reduce 
selfies to a simple solo photo 
shoot, then of course they’re 
uni-faceted. There’s artistry to 
a selfie though, in perfecting a 
shot or documenting your day, 
your life, your personality. 
The camera isn’t just for 
traditionally beautiful faces 
and bodies; the selfie is for 
everyone. So pick up your 
phone and snap some pics, 
because you love thy selfie.
Selfie tips!
I’m not very good at taking 
selfies, but I can give a few tips 
from my time spent smiling 
awkwardly in front of a cam-
era. (For more expert advice, 
search up Sophie Isbister’s 
guide to selfies on our website, 
titled “Express your selfie”):
- Brush your hair, make 
sure nothing’s in your teeth, 
do whatever you’ve got to 
do to make yourself look 
reasonably put-together.
- Find good lighting. 
The pros all say that nat-
ural, outdoor lighting is 
the best, because it gives 
you a soft glow—no harsh, 
artificial lighting for you!
- Choose a good back-
ground. I’m not a fan of pictures 
feat. messy bedroom, or a toilet 
lurking in the background 
of an otherwise cute selfie. 
I like to opt for a plain wall, 
but you can also selfie in front 
of flowers, paintings and 
pictures, a mirror, or whatever 
else strikes your fancy.
- Use a front-facing 
camera, for god’s sake. 
- Take lots of selfies, from 
different angles and with 
different facial expressions. 
You’ll eventually become 
familiar with the poses and 
expressions that best suit 
you, but for the time being 
experimentation is key.
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As of November 5, Douglas College has prohibited 
electronic cigarettes inside 
campuses. Electronic cigarettes 
and similar devices are now 
restricted to the designated 
smoking areas at each campus.
“We have included 
e-cigarettes in our Restricted 
Smoking Policy,” said Nancy 
Constable, Douglas’ director 
of safety, security, and risk 
management. The policy was 
recently updated recognizing 
that e-cigarettes are associated 
with their own health risks.
“Health authorities such as 
the World Health Organization, 
Health Canada, the Lung 
Association, US Food & Drug 
Administration, to name a few, 
have not, at this time, given the 
nod of approval to e-cigarettes,” 
said Constable. “More 
studies are required to better 
understand the toxicology 
and the impact on the health 
of those who are exposed to 
second-hand vapours and 
side-stream vapours from 
e-cigarettes.”
Constable added that a 
number of other Canadian 
post-secondary institutions 
have implemented similar 
restrictions regarding 
e-cigarettes.
In October, the city of 
Vancouver banned the use 
of e-cigarettes in public 
spaces. Health concerns over 
e-cigarettes that contain 
nicotine and uncertainty with 
long-term effects were deciding 
factors in the ruling.
In January, Canadian Living 
published a piece titled “Are 
electronic cigarettes safe?” 
outlining the known safety 
hazards of e-cigarettes, as well 
as some benefits. The article 
reaffirms that e-cigarettes are 
to help smokers get over their 
addiction or habit by offering 
a less harmful alternative. 
However, another concern in the 
article is “particulate matter,” 
which e-cigarette users inhale 
when smoking, regardless of 
nicotine presence.
E-cigarettes are also 
popular in high schools, with 
various school boards across 
BC banning their presence 
within school grounds back in 
February. In a memo from the 
Vancouver School Board on the 
matter, the board states, “The 
health impact of repeatedly 
inhaling e-cigarette chemicals is 
unknown, and students or staff 
exposed to e-cigarette vapour 
may be at risk of asthma attacks 
or other lung irritations.” The 
Vancouver ruling also prohibits 
sale of e-cigarettes to minors.
Vancouver is the fourth 
city in Canada to recognize 
e-cigarettes as cigarettes, 
following York, Ontario; Red 
Deer, Alberta; and Hantsport, 
Nova Scotia.
The New West campus has 
two designated smoking areas. 
One is outside the fourth floor 
entrance, 10 metres away from 
the theatre foyer doors and 10 
metres away from the Douglas 
Students’ Union building doors. 
The other is east of the staircase 
by the outdoor water fountain.
David Lam has one 
designated smoking area, 
located outside the A-B building 
near the southeast ramp.
For more information, 
students can view the Restricted 
Smoking Policy online at  
goo.gl/1gpAui 
“Did you know?” informs 
Douglas students about 
college services. If you’re part 
of a campus organization for 
students and want to raise 
awareness, email us at  
news@theotherpress.ca
With finals just around the corner, now is the time to 
get familiar with your campus 
libraries. Tutoring and other 
student help are offered in the 
Douglas libraries, but New West 
campus’ library operations 
supervisor Cathy Grant 
discussed additional library 
services students may not be 
familiar with. 
“We have reciprocal 
borrowing with a variety 
of universities and colleges 
across BC,” said Grant. This 
means Douglas students have 
additional options when 
looking for sources (list of 
colleges and universities at goo.
gl/kGZe34). “What we always 
suggest to our students when 
going to another college or 
university library is to contact 
that library and make sure that 
you’re bringing in the proper 
ID that particular library may 
require.”
As students may not 
be using library resources 
until exam time, some don’t 
realize the library’s policies on 
borrowing or returning.
“[Students] can return 
books to both campus libraries, 
except for reserve items. If they 
borrow a reserve item from 
the campus that they’re at, 
they need to return it to that 
campus. There’s been some 
cases where the students aren’t 
aware of that, which may cause 
fine problems for them.”
Library fines are specified 
by what type of item is being 
borrowed, how long it’s out for, 
and for some items, their value.
“We fine on reserve items, 
we fine on equipment, and 
we fine if there’s a hold,” said 
Grant. If you’ve got an item 
overdue and a student places a 
hold on that same item, you’ll 
get fined. Grant stated the 
library website and bookmarks 
offered by the libraries, “lay out 
our fine policies and what we 
fine on, [such as] hourly fines as 
opposed to daily fines.”
Students should also keep 
in mind that fines for DVDs and 
VHS are more expensive. 
“It’s $5 a day per item, and 
I think that’s what students 
are surprised about, is the cost 
with videos and DVDs. A lot 
of the VHS and the DVDs that 
we have are educational, and 
they can run into the hundreds 
of dollars, that’s why the high 
cost.”
As for how fines affect 
the student’s library account, 
Grant explained that fines 
over $10 cause the student’s 
library account to freeze, and 
the student won’t be able to 
take items out until the total is 
below that amount. The library 
attempts numerous ways to 
contact students, such as with 
email or via the phone. “We 
don’t have vast amounts of 
resources, so we like to try and 
make sure that resources are 
available to everybody,” Grant 
said.
“All books are due back 
on the last day of semester, 
because we do like to gather 
everything back in and make 
sure everybody’s record is clear.” 
The library operates “on 
a semester basis,” so ideally 
student accounts should be 
cleared by the end of semester. 
“We encourage students, if 
they are registered for the next 
semester, that if they would like 
to borrow over the intersession, 
they can as long as all material 
from the previous semester has 
been returned.”
The college libraries also try 
to have textbooks on hand for 
many of the courses, and they 
“make every effort to get the 
latest edition of materials.”
Those wanting more quiet 
space from other students can 
book any of the New West or 
David Lam study spaces up to 
a week in advance. The David 
Lam study spaces all offer 
audio-visual equipment and are 
on a single level of the library. 
Six of New West’s eight study 
rooms are on the second floor 
of the library, but only the two 
spaces located on the main floor 
offer audio-visual equipment. 
“We’ve chosen not to do 
the same here just because of 
the remoteness of the study 
rooms upstairs. As far as 
troubleshooting equipment, 
especially at night, we don’t 
have as many staff on, so it 
would be very hard for us to get 
up there and help the students,” 
said Grant.
Finally, as there is often 
confusion on the library’s food 
and drink policies, Grant states 
snacks like chips and apples are 
fine, but, “the burger and fries 
[are] best eaten in the cafeteria.”
Did you know? 
 Douglas College libraries
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On November 9, Vancouver resident Brian Whitlock 
was apprehended and later 
charged with the murder of 
a woman, revealed to be his 
mother, Barbara Whitlock. The 
murder took place in the home 
they shared near the Dunbar 
area.
According to Constable 
Brian Montague in a media 
address, a relative who entered 
the home found Barbara’s 
body and proceeded to contact 
police. Police response was 
followed by an eight-hour 
standoff between Brian and the 
Vancouver Police Department, 
in which negotiation attempts 
were made. The emergency 
response team eventually 
okayed the use of non-lethal 
tactical weaponry to subdue 
Brian.
Brian was the perpetrator 
of a 2012 animal cruelty case in 
which he plead guilty to beating 
his two-year-old German 
Shepherd, Captain, with a 
baseball bat, leaving the dog 
in a dumpster while still alive. 
The animal later died due to the 
injuries it sustained. 
The case garnered a lot 
of publicity and was closely 
followed by the media. Many 
spectators were outraged 
when Whitlock received a 
60-day sentence, with the 53 
days he had already spent 
awaiting trial counting as time 
served. Whitlock was also 
recommended for treatment 
of his mental illness rather 
than a mandatory hospital 
committal. During the course 
of the trial, the defence argued 
that Whitlock suffered from 
paranoid schizophrenia, and 
asked for some leniency given 
his mental instability. 
A mental health care 
worker and former union 
representative who wishes to 
remain nameless criticized 
Whitlock’s original sentence, 
stating, “The sentence was a 
joke. Anyone could see that 
someone capable of doing that 
to an animal they claim to love 
was dangerous. Should we be 
surprised now to see he’s hurt a 
person? 
“The court would like you 
to believe … that as soon as 
mental illness is a factor, they 
can’t do anything. It’s not true, 
there is always [the option of] 
community committal.”
According to the Canadian 
Mental Health Association 
website, community committal 
is described as being a form 
of involuntary treatment. The 
website states those who suffer 
any form of mental illness are 
not always capable of making 
clear decisions and may refuse 
additional aid provided to 
them. There is also the risk that 
those with mental illness could 
be a threat to themselves. The 
website suggests “community 
committal” as a healthy 
alternative to avoid “involuntary 
hospitalization.” However, 
the success of community 
committal is dependent on 
the involvement of friends and 
family of the sufferer.
Despite Whitlock’s 
previously light sentence, 
it is unclear if Whitlock’s 
actions could have been 
prevented. Whitlock’s next 
court appearance is slated for 
November 24.
November 25 and 27 mark this year’s United Against 
Violence Against Women 
(UAVAW) events hosted by 
the Douglas Students’ Union 
(DSU). Each year, the events 
are meant to coincide with 
the December 6 anniversary 
of Montreal’s 1989 École 
Polytechnique massacre, which 
took the lives of 14 women.
December 6 is also 
recognized in Canada as the 
National Day of Remembrance 
and Action on Violence Against 
Women, also known as White 
Ribbon Day. Previous UAVAW 
events have had speakers and 
panels, and last year’s events 
introduced an interactive 
“pledge” project. The project 
had students signing cards with 
their name or a message about 
ending violence. Pledges are 
back this year, although the 
cards are now in the shape of 
hands. Pledges will be put on 
display, and various slideshows 
and videos will be screened 
throughout the day.
The events come with a 
trigger warning, as discussion 
of violence, and statistics and 
rates regarding said violence 
will be presented openly. 
Participants are given a 
black scarf with the DSU logo 
and the phrase, “end violence 
against women,” printed on 
one end. Baking and pastry 
arts students from Vancouver 
Community College will be 
serving white ribbon cookies, 
and hot chocolate will also be 
available.
DSU women’s liaison Anni 
Thiele said, “I would like to 
see all students find it in their 
hearts to help stop violence 
against women. I would 
like to see students educate 
themselves on that matter and 
to spread the word on how 
important it is to stand up, not 
only for women, but for one 
another. 
“With a lot happening 
in the media right now there 
have been lots of different 
events in the world that 
ended with unfair treatment 
towards women, a fair amount 
of domestic violence against 
women.” 
The UAVAW events will 
also be offering a Women’s 
Support Services info fair, 
which several organizations 
have been asked to take part in. 
The events are intended 
to raise awareness of violence 
against women, as well as 
domestic abuse, which all 
people can be victims of. The 
events are also intended to 
create a positive, encouraging 
environment to let students 
know what services are 
available and that there 
is support for them. The 
Canadian Federation of 
Students’ No Means No and 
the national White Ribbon 
campaigns will be promoted, 
and the college’s annual vigils 
remembering the victims of the 
1989 Montreal massacre will be 
held.
The November 25 event 
also shares the date with this 
year’s UN International Day 
for the Elimination of Violence 
Against Women.
Thiele cited one of the 
UN’s own campaigns as a 
source for hope: “The He for 
She campaign is getting big, 
and I think more and more 
people are starting to realize 
that the unfair treatment 
has to stop, especially in less 
developed countries,” said 
Thiele.
“As the women’s liaison, 
I want to let people know 
that I am always available for 
suggestions, questions, or if 
students just need somebody to 
talk to. I think it is important 
we spread the word about the 
[Douglas College] safe walks 
and that students speak up. 
I know it isn’t always easy to 
speak up [for oneself ], but find 
somebody—a friend, a teacher, 
a family member—to help you 
and to support you and give 
you strength to stop what you 
are going through.”
The David Lam campus 
event will be taking place on 
November 25 in the A-B atrium, 
while the New Westminster 
event will be on November 27 
in the concourse. Both events 
run from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
and will be open to all. If you 
would like to volunteer, contact 
the DSU’s college relations 
and outreach coordinator 
Tracy Ho at collegerelations@
douglasstudentsunion.ca
 Brian Whitlock charged with second-degree murder
 DSU hosts annual United Against Violence Against Women events
Notorious dog-killer now faces murder charges
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The BC Supreme Court has granted an injunction 
requested by Kinder Morgan 
to prevent protesters from 
obstructing crews’ access 
to work sites on Burnaby 
Mountain.
Those who are camped out 
at the sites had until November 
17 at 4 p.m. to clear out of the 
area.
Five protesters, including 
three current and past SFU 
professors, are also facing a 
multimillion-dollar civil lawsuit 
from the Texas oil company.
Pipeline opponents 
gathered on November 14 at 
Burnaby Mountain Park to 
express their discontent over 
the decision.
Various people at the 
blockade took turns with 
a megaphone, speaking 
and singing out against the 
injunction. 
Brigette DePape, activist 
and Council of Canadians 
representative, asked the crowd 
how everyone was feeling, 
to which one man replied, 
“Committed.”
DePape referred to the 
Keystone XL pipeline project 
that was approved November 
14 by the US House of 
Representatives: “It’s really 
frustrating to hear the Keystone 
pipeline being approved, but I 
think that just shows us that it’s 
not our political leaders that are 
going to make these changes. 
It’s going to be us, standing in 
front of these pipelines.”
The court transcripts 
outline the details of the 
injunction and the reasoning 
behind the decision to grant it.
One of the allegations 
made by Kinder Morgan in 
the injunction was that, in 
physically impeding workers 
and with snarling facial 
expressions, protesters were 
“assaulting” the surveyors. 
This has inspired a rash of 
“Kinder Morgan face” posts 
on social media, where people 
post aggressive selfies with the 
hashtag “KMFace.”
On the matter of the 
threat of assault, the judge 
concluded that the claim was 
legitimate, “given the misuse 
of the bullhorns, when coupled 
with the aggressive and 
threatening language, and the 
general and specific efforts to 
physically block the plaintiff’s 
representatives from accessing 
their work sites.”
The judge continued, “In 
other words, the plaintiff’s 
representatives were faced with 
either physical confrontation or 
retreat. They wisely chose the 
latter.”
It was noted that the 
ruling was not made without 
dilemma: “The courts must 
be careful not to act in ways 
that dissuade concerned 
and engaged citizens from 
expressing their opposition 
to activities which they view 
as destructive of the social or 
political good.”
But ultimately, it was 
concluded that, in this case, 
the work to be done was 
largely “temporary” and 
“minimally intrusive,” causing 
no irreparable harm to the 
defendants.
SFU professor of English 
Stephen Collis is one of the 
defendants named in the 
injunction and, along with 
the other four, is currently 
being sued by Kinder Morgan 
for $5.5 million in damages. 
He was present at the site on 
the morning of November 14 
with other pipeline opponents 
before heading over to SFU 
Burnaby to teach one of his 
classes.
Collis told the Peak, “This 
is of crucial importance. It’s 
important locally, to people 
that live here, work here, go to 
school here.
“The threat of oil spills 
and of damage to this park 
is all very real. It happens. It 
happened in 2007, here. In fact, 
this existing pipeline has had 
over 70 spills in 60 years.”
Collis also brought up the 
larger regional significance 
of the proposed pipeline 
project: “Here is this massive, 
massive project to bring the 
grossest, dirtiest, most carbon-
producing oil in the world out 
of the Alberta tar sands, right 
under our feet. It’s ridiculous. 
It just shouldn’t be happening. 
It’s not the way anyone in this 
world should be behaving right 
now.”
He encouraged students 
to seek some understanding of 
the issue, which is taking place 
“literally just under our feet up 
here.” Referencing the anger 
expressed on the mountain that 
morning, he concluded, “I hope 
that students can tap into that 
and feel some of that moral 
outrage too.”
Douglas College is asking students how their school 
can be improved. Throughout 
November, the Help Make 
Douglas Better initiative has 
been taking suggestions, with 
over 600 statements currently 
collected.
“Help Make Douglas Better 
was designed as an engaging 
way for students to contribute 
to the development of the 
college’s new strategic plan,” 
said Douglas’ marketing and 
communications director 
Dave Taylor. “Based on 
previous feedback, there were 
some themes that needed 
to be explored to help make 
Douglas College an even better 
experience for students.”
Taylor outlined the four 
points of focus Douglas is 
taking suggestions on, which 
are quality of teaching, quality 
of services, connections to 
employers and businesses, and 
student engagement. “Students 
responded enthusiastically,” 
said Taylor.
Some suggestions made by 
students are to be included in a 
five-year plan that will result in 
significant changes to the college. 
“Continuing to improve 
the student experience in and 
out of the classroom is one 
of the college’s top priorities,” 
said Taylor. “We’re looking 
for themes and common 
perspectives to emerge from the 
feedback to help guide college 
initiatives over the coming years. 
“Of course, it’s not possible 
to follow every suggestion 
and there are budgetary and 
other constraints to what can 
be accomplished in five years, 
but all suggestions are greatly 
appreciated.”
Taylor went on to say 
that suggestions made and 
delivered in person by students 
and suggestions made online 
will all be read and accounted 
for. “Those received will be 
presented for discussion 
to the Strategic Planning 
Action Group—a cross-
college committee—as well as 
management and the board.”
As changes to the college 
will occur over time, Taylor 
stated that more Make Douglas 
Better opportunities will be 
offered to students in the next 
few years. “We have ongoing 
student surveys that are more 
specific to service areas that are 
used to help improve college 
processes and service levels,” 
said Taylor. 
“Every student has a 
unique educational experience 
at Douglas, so everyone has a 
different perspective.” 
Taylor stressed the 
importance of how influential 
the suggestion process can be 
on the students’ part. “Please 
take the time to think about 
the themes and add to the 
conversation. You may have a 
great idea, but if you don’t tell 
anyone, it will never have a 
chance at becoming reality.”
Student feedback events 
were held on November 5 at the 
New Westminster and David 
Lam campuses, but suggestions 
can still be made online at goo.
gl/SuxCIu until November 
21. Participants will also be 
entered in a chance to win a 
$100 gift card to Douglas College 
bookstores.
You can ‘Help Make Douglas Better’
 Douglas College initiative seeks student advice
Injunction granted against Kinder Morgan opponents
 Pipeline protesters assembled at survey sites to await verdict
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On November 15, the men’s basketball team faced off 
against the Kwantlen Eagles. 
The Royals, coming off a two-
game win streak, were looking 
to continue their momentum 
by picking up a third win for the 
season.
The game started off with 
Kwantlen taking an early lead. 
Douglas appeared to struggle 
offensively and the Eagles were 
able to capitalize on their own 
offensive chances, giving them 
a slight edge on the scoreboard. 
However, the game remained a 
back-and-forth competition due 
to Douglas’ tenacious defensive 
efforts and their persistent ball 
movement. The Royals were 
able to keep the leading score 
within reach, eventually pulling 
back close to even by the end 
of the first quarter, leaving the 
score at 22-18 for Kwantlen.
In the second quarter the 
game remained close, but 
Douglas began to pick up the 
pieces and demonstrated the 
effort that was required to 
contend for the lead in the 
game. Douglas’ improved 
offensive pressure allowed them 
to generate a great number 
of fouls while driving for the 
basket, leading to multiple 
free-throw opportunities. 
Uncontested shots from the 
free-throw line were a welcome 
sight for the team. By the end of 
the second quarter, the Royals 
were leading by five points and 
looking as confident as ever on 
the court.
After halftime, the game 
remained in reach for Kwantlen. 
Both teams offences were 
looking consistent and well-
matched, with the game going 
from one end of the court to 
the other. At the end of the day, 
what eventually led Douglas 
College to break away from 
the Eagles and an otherwise 
close game was their relentless 
offence combined with the 
Kwanlen’s turnover rate, a 
product of the Royals’ defence. 
The Eagles attempted a 
zone defence within the last 
minutes of the fourth quarter, 
but even that defensive effort 
was broken down and turned 
around by Douglas College, 
leaving the final score at 79-67 
in Douglas’ favour.
On November 14, the Douglas College Royals 
women’s basketball team 
kicked off their fourth reg-
ular season game against 
the Columbia Bible College 
(CBC) Bearcats. The Royals, 
entering the game undefeated 
in league play, were looking 
to extend their win streak 
by staying committed to 
their defensive tactics.
The game began with 
Douglas making crucial 
defensive stops early and capi-
talizing on the momentum and 
possession gained as a result, 
having them take an early lead 
right off the bat. Throughout 
the first quarter, the Bearcats 
struggled to penetrate Douglas’ 
solid defence, which led to 
CBC having multiple offensive 
turnovers. This gave the Royals 
the opportunity to hone in 
on their own offensive tactics 
and take a noticeable 22-8 
lead by the end of the first. 
In the second, Columbia 
regained their composure 
and had moments where they 
looked as though they were 
going to turn the game around. 
Douglas struggled offensively 
and the Bearcats were able 
to gain back some leverage 
on the scoreboard, ending 
the second quarter at a more 
respectable 30-19. Douglas 
College was still leading, but 
the game felt as if it now had the 
potential to go any team’s way. 
“Our second quarter was 
terrible, especially offensively…” 
said Courtney Gerwing, head 
coach of the Douglas women’s 
basketball team, after the 
game. “There was no flow to our 
offence, it was sort of ‘hesitate 
and then shoot.’ We got it 
into the post and we got kind 
of swarmed, and we tried to 
throw up shots instead of ‘read 
and react.’ I think in the third 
quarter we started to change 
that, and the score showed it, 
and that was our most potent 
offensive output of the quarter, 
probably yet this year, so it 
was good to see that switch 
happen through halftime.”
After halftime, moments 
into the third quarter, the 
Royals’ offence exploded. 
It was point after point in 
favour of Douglas, while 
Columbia’s offence seemed 
to vanish completely. 
Early into the fourth quar-
ter, the Royals led 62-27, and 
the game looked as though it 
was over already. The Bearcats 
were nowhere to be seen. The 
game ended 76-37. This gave 
the women their fourth straight 
victory of the season and a 
definite confidence boost after 
their fantastic performance. 
“We kind of just try to do 
one game at a time,” Gerwing 
stated. “We’re learning and 
getting better each game, 
and each day so that’s kind of 
where we’re going and what 
our goals are. Whether it’s a 
win or a loss, it just happens 
to be going well right now.” 
 Women’s basketball with a huge victory 
Bearcats domesticated!
Michael Sopow
Sports Reporter
Eagles grounded
 Douglas College men’s basketball team walks away victorious
After halftime, 
moments into the 
third quarter, the 
Royals’ offence 
exploded.
Michael Sopow
Sports Reporter
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When Rena Varsakis isn’t busy with archeology 
work, she’s designing knitting 
patterns for clothes, accessories, 
and toys. For her latest design, a 
pattern for a monster-themed, 
octopus-like knitted toy called 
monsteropus, she put the 
project on Kickstarter with a 
modest funding goal of $50.
“I had some sketches that 
I’d been working on, developing 
several different kinds of knit 
toys. This is the first one,” 
Varsakis, a Douglas College 
alumna, told the Other Press. “I 
just wanted to cover my costs, 
and if I got anything more 
than that it would go towards 
developing the other designs.”
Now, with more than $350 
pledged to the project, she’s 
started adding stretch goals 
and additional rewards for 
backers. For the smaller reward 
tiers, backers can get the digital 
knitting pattern, a three-inch 
baby monsteropus, or a six-inch 
grown-up monsteropus. For the 
larger reward tiers, backers can 
receive up to four monsteropus 
creatures, including a family set 
with one grown-up and three 
babies.
Each of the monsteropus 
creatures is customizable, with 
multiple options for yarn colour, 
eye colour, yarn type, and mouth 
style, which can be a smile, an X, 
or no mouth at all.
“I hope people have fun with 
them,” Varsakis said. “I’ve had a 
lot of fun with them myself.”
The Kickstarter campaign 
began on October 25, just a few 
days before Halloween, which 
was a happy coincidence for 
Varsakis since she’s trying to get 
funding for monster-themed 
toys.
“I wanted to do it before 
Christmas, so it wouldn’t run 
into December,” she explained. 
“I didn’t even think about 
Halloween, yet that’s when I 
planned it. It was pretty cool.”
After running a Kickstarter 
campaign in September to raise 
funds for creating a knitting 
pattern book called Woodland 
Animal Knits, Varsakis has 
learned a few strategies to make 
the monsteropus campaign a hit.
“It was different because 
it was for a book for knitting 
animals and not as tangible. 
People seem to like tangible 
rewards, so that’s how I came to 
do this project,” she said.
“Usually I don’t sell 
finished objects. I usually just 
sell patterns. But I decided to 
experiment a little this time,” 
she said, noting that offering the 
finished monsteropus instead of 
just the pattern has drawn more 
interest.
Varsakis began her journey 
into knitting about 10 years ago 
when she was in graduate school 
reading scholarly journals all 
day.
“I needed something 
physical to do with my hands 
that I would see as a result,” she 
said, explaining that knitting 
was the answer.
She learned to knit from 
online tutorial videos during 
the early days of YouTube, 
which led her to designing 
knitting patterns and selling 
knitted items on her website, 
theredfoxandgown.com.
Varsakis often makes her 
knitting projects using yarn 
dyed by her sister Krista’s 
company, RainCityKnits, in 
Vancouver. The company offers 
bright, colourful, high-quality, 
and ethically made yarn at 
raincityknits.com.
To learn more about 
Varsakis’ monsteropus or to 
support the project, check 
out Happy Monsteropus on 
Kickstarter.com
Some days you want a nice quiet tea with your friends. 
Other days you want to knock 
down buildings and eat a bus. 
This is a game for the latter.
King of Tokyo is a dice-
rolling game for two to six 
players, designed by Richard 
Garfield and published by 
IELLO in 2011. Each player 
controls a giant monster bent 
on ravaging the metropolis of 
Tokyo, and takes turns powering 
up, healing, scoring points, or 
damaging other players. Because 
there can only be one King, the 
last one standing or the first 
player to reach 20 points wins.
The game is fun and fast, 
lasting around 30 minutes. 
Like a lot of high-theme games, 
there is a lot of room for role-
players to adopt the personas of 
their characters, like the giant 
monkey, the robotic dragon, or 
the bunny-piloted mech suit. In 
other high-theme games such 
as Gloom or The Red Dragon 
Inn, playing in-character is very 
important for gameplay, whereas 
with King of Tokyo you can still 
play the game straight and have 
lots of fun. 
A lot of the gameplay is 
based on mitigating risk. You 
need to know when to attack, 
when to retreat, when to focus 
on gaining power, and when 
to focus on gaining points. 
All of the characters start out 
balanced, so personal strategy 
comes heavily into play. There 
are expansions that add 
characters and add character-
specific powers to the mix, 
and, unlike most expansions I 
have played, they don’t overly 
complicate the game.
Garfield is known for his 
high-theme games, and I found 
King of Tokyo refreshingly 
simple compared to his other 
game, the extremely complex 
and ubiquitous Magic: The 
Gathering. It is a really fun game, 
great for family and friends, 
especially if you are a fan of 
kaiju.
Kickstarter in the Community: 
Monsteropus mania
Chairman of the Board:  Hail to the king
 Knitted monsters project gains huge support
 ‘King of Tokyo’ board game review
Cheryl Minns
Arts Editor
 arts
@theotherpress.ca
Ed Appleby
Illustrator
 illustrator
@theotherpress.ca
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It is looking like Disney and Marvel will have yet another 
successful hit during the holiday 
season with this year’s Big Hero 
6, which placed first in the box 
office on its opening weekend, 
beating Christopher Nolan’s 
Interstellar.
The film is loosely based 
on a Marvel Comics product 
(also Big Hero 6), about a team 
of superheroes. However, it 
goes for a more family-friendly 
appeal rather than sticking 
strictly to the original story. 
The Disney retelling places 
much more focus on the bond 
between Hiro Hamada (voiced 
by Ryan Potter), a 13-year-old 
boy struggling from a family 
tragedy, and Baymax (Scott 
Adsit), a loveable balloon-
like robot invented to provide 
healthcare.
Hiro is a promising young 
technology prodigy. When a 
threat looms in Hiro’s city, San 
Fransokyo, Hiro and his close 
friends GoGo (Jamie Chung), 
an adrenaline junkie; Honey 
Lemon (Genesis Rodriguez), a 
girly and bright chemist; Wasabi 
(Damon Wayans Jr.), a reserved 
young man with a knack for 
lasers; and Fred (T.J. Miller), a 
fanboy, come together, along 
with Baymax, to form a high-
tech superhero group known as 
Big Hero 6.
The film brings forward 
awkward yet charming humour, 
leaving the audience with 
several memorable moments. 
Disney returns to science 
fiction, which it has had little 
success with in the past. It 
teaches children who watch it 
that it’s cool to be a nerd. Big 
Hero 6 is also aware of and 
caters to its older audiences 
with an animated cameo from 
Stan Lee, notable comic book 
references, and a very anime-
esque style.
Disney has continued its 
trend of the past decade with 
computer generated animation. 
While not a fan of CGI myself, 
it suits the film, making the 
amazing technologies shown 
in the feature even more 
amazing—especially if you see it 
in 3-D. The character designs are 
believable, hinting at Japanese 
ethnicity without going too far. 
However, they are not authentic 
to the original characters in 
the comics. Still, this redesign 
makes it more believable that 
these characters are a couple 
of teenagers, rather than just 
powerful heroes.
The voice actors cast in 
this film do an excellent job 
with their roles, as their voices 
make the heroes seem like real 
characters. 
Although this film exceeded 
my expectations, I found myself 
somewhat dissatisfied with 
the antagonist, Yokai (James 
Cromwell), and his motivation. 
This is a man who causes great 
destruction, yet starts becoming 
evil before the event that is 
supposed to lead to his evil 
spiral even takes place.
That aside, if you’re looking 
for a light-hearted and fun 
movie to see in theatres this 
holiday season, I strongly 
recommend Big Hero 6. It has a 
great, all-ages plot and humour 
with that irreplaceable Disney 
charm.
Set 15 years after the events of Ridley Scott’s film Alien, 
the flight recorder detailing 
the fate of the Nostromo—and 
Sigourney Weaver’s breakout 
character Ellen Ripley—has 
been recovered by techs at 
Sevastopol Station. Amanda 
Ripley, searching for her missing 
mother, is contracted by the 
shadowy Weyland-Yutani 
Corporation to recover the 
sensitive data within. Of course, 
this opportunity for closure is 
not all it seems, and Amanda 
becomes trapped on Sevastopol 
in the middle of a lockdown 
where something is hunting 
everyone onboard to extinction, 
and it’s every man for himself.
Many modern horror games 
lose their fear factor because 
they go too big, resulting in 
overproduced action. Alien: 
Isolation feels very minimalistic 
by comparison, replicating 
the visual style of the original 
film and relying on the shock-
inducing atmosphere of being 
relentlessly hunted by a cleverly 
programmed enemy who is 
faster than you, can go anywhere 
you can (and take shortcuts you 
can’t), and can overpower you 
effortlessly in combat. Being 
trapped with this thing in a 
non-linear environment creates 
a tension so heavy that every 
noise sets your hackles on end. 
The encounters with human 
scavengers and shambling 
androids pale in comparison, 
but since the Alien is an equal-
opportunity hunter, these 
lacklustre encounters can 
usually be bypassed entirely.
In addition to scavenging 
components to build IEDs 
(improvised explosive devices), 
rewiring junction boxes to 
create smokescreens or kill 
cameras, and playing clever 
hacking games, you’ll find a few 
firearms and a flamethrower, 
which is essential as it’s the only 
weapon capable of repelling 
the Alien. However, ammo and 
crafting items may be a bit too 
plentiful.
Your motion tracker helps 
keep tabs on the creature, but 
only in a certain radius in front 
of you—plus, its telltale beeping 
can give you away at close range. 
Your ears are the only thing that 
can tell you with certainty if 
the Alien is close, distant, in a 
vent, or in the room with you. 
Involving the player’s senses 
this way draws them into the 
situation very naturally.
The biggest problem with 
the game is its pacing. For the 
most part, the dynamically 
generated cat-and-mouse 
encounters with the Alien are 
tense and thrilling, but the 
premise wears thin come the 
last few hours of the game 
when it becomes clear that 
the developers are artificially 
lengthening the narrative 
by throwing every possible 
contrived obstacle between you 
and your final escape, including 
an unavoidable and inexplicable 
capture by the same creature 
that’s shown interest in nothing 
but killing you since you first 
met. This makes the endgame 
a slog, during which the Alien 
becomes less threatening 
and more irritating with each 
subsequent appearance.
Ultimately, Alien: Isolation 
isn’t a horror game—it’s an 
interactive heart attack. Play at 
your own risk.
The hero we deserve
No one can hear you scream
 ‘Big Hero 6’ wins box office, love from audiences
 ‘Alien: Isolation’ game review
Mercedes Deutscher
Staff Writer
Adam Tatelman
Senior Columnist
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Virginia to Vegas’ (VIIV) debut EP Volume 1 is full of 
catchy pop tunes and danceable 
club beats, closing with the 
standout ballad “Beautiful 
You Are.” From start to finish, 
Volume 1 is a musical journey 
that’s sure to put a smile on your 
face.
Derik Baker, 24, who 
performs as VIIV, spoke with the 
Other Press on November 11, the 
day his six-track EP was released.
“They’re all love songs in 
one way or another and they all 
come from very real moments,” 
he said. “I wanted it to have a 
certain feeling to it.”
The second track on the 
album is VIIV’s first single, “We 
Are Stars” featuring Alyssa Reid, 
which was released in January 
and became a certified Gold 
single. The song has an uplifting 
pop sound filled with insightful 
lyrics such as “Pretending to 
be who you’re not/Is a waste 
of what you got” and “Life is 
impossible/So believe that you’re 
unstoppable.”
When Baker first heard 
“We Are Stars” on the radio, he 
described the moment as “crazy 
because that’s the moment that 
you don’t think is real and you 
don’t really ever expect it to 
happen, but when it did happen, 
it was remarkable.”
Baker and Reid are currently 
on Reid’s Time Bomb Tour, 
which concludes in Ontario on 
November 21.
“It’s a small tour, but we 
played a bunch of different 
cities. It’s cool because, scattered 
in with the tour, I have a bunch 
of my own shows, which has 
been awesome,” he said.
“Working with Alyssa is 
super easy and fun, and we work 
together a lot anyways because 
we’re on the same label so we 
write together. The tour’s been 
good, the band is all awesome 
guys, and meeting all the fans 
has been a great experience,” 
Baker said.
He hopes fans enjoy Volume 
I and can connect to it in their 
own way.
“I have records that I’ve 
listened to that I’ll play and 
I’ll always think of that one 
moment that I lived with that 
record,” he said. “Hopefully 
everyone loves it and it becomes 
a part of their life. And if it 
does, I’m humbled and think 
it’s really amazing. So thanks for 
listening.”
When asked about future 
projects, Baker said, “I’m 
actually staring at the computer, 
working on music right now. I’m 
planning on having a new album 
come out very soon.”
Volume 1 is the first release 
of VIIV’s two-part album 
project, with Volume 2 to follow.
The latest action flick to hit the big screen is John Wick, 
a film focussed on an ex-hitman 
played by the ever-elusive 
but always impressive Keanu 
Reeves. Wick loses his wife, but 
she leaves him a beagle named 
Daisy. But when a group of 
thugs break into his home, steal 
his Mustang, and kill Daisy, he 
comes out of retirement to serve 
up justice one kill-shot at a time.
On a mission to kill the 
gangster who led the burglary, 
who also happens to be the son 
of his ex-boss, Wick takes post 
at the Continental, a hotel that 
serves as a sort of assassin’s club. 
No business is to be conducted 
on hotel grounds, but Wick 
ignores the rules in order to get 
revenge on the man who took 
everything from him.
As Reeves’s returning role, 
it is interesting that John Wick 
is set up perfectly to be the 
first in a major film franchise, 
something Reeves is no stranger 
to. The plot isn’t half bad, but 
the draw of the film definitely 
comes from the fact that bullets 
are flying in almost every single 
scene and the body count rises 
faster than you can keep up with.
Reminiscent of an ‘80s 
action classic, this film is sure 
to thrill the vintage movie lover 
while still appealing to the 
modern crowd. As a bonus, I’d 
also say it’s the perfect date flick 
with an ideal mix of suspense 
and heart.
All in all, John Wick was 
worth the money and more than 
exciting enough to keep me 
watching the entire time.
An homage to ‘80s action classics 
 ‘John Wick’ movie review
Megan West
Contributor
Just the beginning for Virginia to Vegas
 ‘Volume 1’ EP review
Cheryl Minns
Arts Editor
 arts
@theotherpress.ca
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Even though it’s been less than a year since 
Traveller’s Tales released 
their last Lego game, they’ve 
done it again with Lego 
Batman 3: Beyond Gotham, 
the first Batman game on the 
next-gen consoles. However, 
Lego games will always be 
limited in graphics, so I don’t 
think there are noticeable 
differences in that regard.
This instalment is about 
how Brainiac kidnaps the 
coloured lanterns (yellow, red, 
blue, orange, indigo, and sap-
phire), so he can use their com-
bined power to shrink Earth 
for his collection. The Green 
Lantern, followed by the Justice 
League, and its villains must 
work together to save the world.
As with every Lego game, 
this one is also filled with 
collectables, semi-cheesy 
humour, and over 150 different 
characters from the DC uni-
verse. In Lego Batman 3, your 
main bases are the Watchtower, 
the Hall of Justice, and, of 
course, the Batcave consisting 
of 16 levels. It is interesting to 
see all of the planets involved 
with the Green Lantern.
There are also a couple of 
questionable characters, such 
as Conan O’Brien and Kevin 
Smith. At first, I wondered why 
they would be in the game, but 
then, as I played, I found that 
fact surprisingly and randomly 
awesome. One character I 
didn’t find questionable at 
all is TV’s Adam West, who 
played the very first role of 
Batman in the 1960s. You’ll 
find him in every level trapped 
in some predicament. There’s 
also a bonus level after you’ve 
beaten the game that’s inspired 
by his TV show. As Stan Lee 
was in Lego Marvel, Adam 
West is in Lego Batman 3.
This game also has the 
same problems as the other 
Lego games—the most obvious 
being the camera. Not being 
able to move the fixed camera 
becomes a nuisance when 
jumping across platforms 
because it means you don’t 
get depth perception.
If you still enjoy what 
Traveller’s Tales is doing, 
even though there aren’t 
many new additions, I rec-
ommend this safe bet.
 Layout Manager
Do you have an eye for layout and design, or a knack for graphics and a panache for print? 
We want to hear from you! The Other Press is hiring for a Layout Manager.The Layout 
Manager is responsible for taking complete articles and laying out copy and any associated  
graphics in an aesthetically pleasing way. 
Must haves: Excellent design skills, and an exceptional understanding of Creative Cloud (in 
particular InDesign, Photoshop, and Illustrator). Familiarity with Mac OS environment. Ability 
to perform general graphics work, including making headers, headshots, house ads, etc. 
Ability to work late on Monday production nights when necessary. Should enjoy working in a 
collaborative, deadline oriented environment   Pay: $800/month
All applicants should submit samples and resumés to editor@theotherpress.ca by Monday 
November 24. 
 
 Life & Style Editor
Are you stylish? Got the scoop on the best food and fashion around town? The Other Press 
is hiring a Life & Style Editor. The Life & Style Editor is responsible for coordinating the Life & 
Style section on a weekly basis. The successful applicant will be responsible for six to seven 
quality, original, edited articles each week—whether by fielding and editing contributions or 
by writing articles themselves. 
Must haves: Experience with substantive and copy editing (including a strong command of 
CP style). Interest in health, fashion, and lifestyle topicsStrong writing skills. Familiarity with 
track changes, and word .doc files]   Pay: $450/month
All applicants should submit writing samples and resumés to editor@theotherpress.ca by 
Monday November 24.
THE OTHER PRESS IS HIRING!
Steven’s Man-Cave: Going beyond Gotham
 Lego Batman 3: Beyond Gotham’ PS4 review
Steven Cayer
Senior Columnist
Classically, Red Hood and the Outlaws: REDemption 
is everything any comic fan 
could want: it’s bold, has 
masterful artwork, and is 
filled to the brim with action. 
Dig a little deeper though 
and you might realize that 
Scott Lobdell’s character 
development leaves something 
to be desired.
Red Hood and the 
Outlaws follows the journey 
of Jason Todd (a.k.a. Red 
Hood, a former Robin with 
abandonment issues). Through 
a precarious set of events, 
he finds himself joining 
forces with Starfire, who was 
previously of the Teen Titans 
and whose nuclear powers 
are now seen as dangerous 
to mankind, and Arsenal, a 
former protégé to the Green 
Arrow. 
So what could be the 
problem, you might ask? When 
I first read Red Hood and 
the Outlaws, I was confused: 
the overt sexual nature of 
Starfire reeked of misogyny, 
but despite her promiscuity 
all sexual encounters were 
initiated by her, developing 
a level of agency that is 
absent in sexist works such as 
Batman: The Widening Gyre. 
Then I figured it out. It wasn’t 
that Starfire is a glorified 
sexual fantasy, it’s that her 
sexuality was the only aspect 
to her personality. So it was 
bad character development, 
masquerading as misogyny. 
Then I realized that both Red 
Hood and Arsenal had the 
exact same problem, as they 
were both one-dimensional. 
Red Hood with his brooding 
and Arsenal playing the part 
of the witty comic relief. It is 
unfortunate, since conceptually 
I think this series has a lot of 
potential. 
Artistically, Red Hood 
and the Outlaws is amazing. 
Illustrator Kenneth Rocafort 
does an incredible job, with 
extreme detail and anatomical 
perfection.
As much as the character 
development bothered me, I 
would have a hard time not 
recommending this series. 
Definitely worth picking 
up if you’re bored, but not 
something to invest a lot of 
time in.
Comic Corner: It’s hard being a former child star
 ‘Red Hood and the Outlaws: REDemption’ review
Brittney MacDonald
Staff Writer
Have an idea?
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“Education in the professions 
should prepare students for the 
action.” – Charles Gragg
There is a huge gap between academic education and 
employment that needs to be 
bridged by the universities 
and colleges imparting higher 
education. For instance, 
management courses should 
teach according to the demands 
of the corporate world, which 
change from time to time.
A report from Statistics 
Canada shows that the 
unemployment rate in Canada 
dropped to 6.5 per cent, but 
there is no mention of the 
unemployable rate. Before 
discussing the matter ahead, 
I would like to highlight the 
fact that unemployed and 
unemployable are two different 
terms. Unemployables are 
individuals who are not fit for 
the job they have specialized in 
or have studied for. They can’t 
be employed as accountants 
even if they are graduates in 
accounting management. The 
Globe and Mail reports that 
even though “Canada has the 
highest rates of university and 
college attendance, it ranks 
second-last in producing 
graduates able to find ‘high 
skill level’ employment, 
according to the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation 
and Development.” This is 
because of lack of confidence, 
ability to work under pressure, 
and knowledge of appropriate 
communications skills. 
Though students are 
getting better with computer 
and technical skills, they 
remain largely unemployable 
because they are often not 
good at being punctual and 
responsible as well as handling 
unexpected situations. The 
educational institutions’ 
emphasis is on getting students 
to pass exams and complete 
assignments. But there are no 
answer keys to assignments 
in the real world. Most 
employers have revealed that 
they are ready to train the right 
candidates provided they have 
strong time management skills, 
literacy and numeracy skills, 
and high willingness to learn. 
 CIBC deputy chief 
economist Benjamin Tal 
said, “We need to make 
sure what universities are 
producing is more relevant to 
tomorrow’s labour markets. 
If it means reducing subsides 
for occupations that are 
not relevant, so be it.” The 
universities and colleges must 
align their curriculum with the 
employers‘ expectations if they 
don’t want the economy of the 
country. Students with degrees 
in arts and sciences have the 
highest rate of unemployment 
in Canada. The current 
workforce has many immigrant 
workers who are better at the 
skills that employers look 
for and ultimately leave the 
Canadian graduates with low-
skill jobs. 
The three E’s—
Employability, Experience, and 
Education—are directly related 
to each other. Experience 
comes with time but education 
and employability definitely 
should be parallel in our young 
students’ careers. Students are 
paying fees, taking loans, and 
blowing all their savings. They 
deserve to be employed in the 
field they have chosen as their 
dream career. 
In a highly versatile 
economy like Canada, 
education has a new buzzword: 
concept-based learning. This 
needs to change to more 
innovative learning. A more 
business-tailored learning style 
involves more volunteer work, 
more training, and better social-
skill-learning opportunities. 
The global competition has 
created a more complex 
situation where companies 
are hiring international 
workers. Canadian educational 
institutions should also produce 
human resources that can boost 
the economy. 
A high-quality education, 
with concentration on the all-
round development of students 
and not just focussing on 
academic excellence, is what 
universities and colleges need 
to bring to their curriculums. 
In sum, education needs to 
be raised to higher levels to 
bring the students to par with 
employers’ expectations.
Are we job ready?
 Most university and college graduates are unemployable
Chitwan Khosla
Features Editor
 features@theotherpress.ca
there is a huge gap 
between academic 
education and 
employment 
that needs to be 
bridged by the 
universities and 
colleges imparting 
higher education.
Creating a Japanese short film without knowing the language is an ambitious project, but Vancouver filmmaker Jody 
Wilson knew that Indigo, the story of a young man who 
struggles to follow what he believes is his intergalactic destiny, 
had to be told in Japanese.
“It was a unique experience that I thoroughly enjoyed and 
I think, in the end, it worked out well,” she said, adding that 
a translator was with her on the set to help ease the language 
barrier. “When the actors would be delivering lines, that part 
was actually really cool to direct. It allowed me to pay closer 
attention to the performance and to the way I felt when the lines 
were given and ignore the words that were being said.”
In the film, lead character Takumi has suffered a great 
deal in his life, having lost his parents at a young age and been 
diagnosed by various doctors with mental and social disorders. 
He lives as a recluse in Kushiro, Japan, spending his days training 
himself physically and mentally under the instruction of his toy 
robot Doka, which tells him he is a prince on an alien world. The 
two eventually work out when the mothership should arrive to 
take them back home, except Takumi who is obsessed with his 
earthly neighbour, Yoshimi, wants to take her with him.
“The idea came from having sympathetic feelings towards 
someone whom society tells us not to, and wondering what is 
truly going on in that person’s head, how he viewed himself, 
his goals and motivation. The story came to life around the 
characters,” Wilson said.
“I think in some ways I relate most to the main character 
Takumi. He’s a gentle and misunderstood soul who is 
desperately in love. I think a lot of people can relate to that,” she 
said.
Actor Kohei Shinozaki, who plays Takumi, joined the cast at 
the end of September after the crew searched Canada and Japan 
for an actor who would fit the role, finally discovering Shinozaki 
in Vancouver.
“I’m basically different from my character Takumi, but we 
have something in common between us, like getting absorbed 
in one thing. There is also something immature about us,” said 
Shinozaki, whose primary language is Japanese.
Regarding the slight language barrier, Wilson said, 
“I had an amazing liaison, Yumi Nagashima, who would 
explain everything I said to Kohei to him again in Japanese 
just to make sure he understood all the subtleties in 
my direction, especially with emotional words 
that don’t directly translate to Japanese.”
Professional model Elizabeth Davison, who plays Yoshimi, 
was discovered for the part when Wilson found a photo of the 
New Westminster resident on Instagram.
“We discussed the film and the role of Yoshimi. Jody felt I 
was right for the role, so here we are,” Davison said. “I’m just so 
grateful I was given this opportunity.”
Yoshimi is a sweet, fun-loving teenager who lives next door 
to Takumi. Although she is popular, she is somewhat of an 
outsider in the film, which Davison could relate to her own past 
experiences.
“I moved around with my family a lot when I was young, so 
that feeling of being ‘the odd one out’ wasn’t unfamiliar to me,” 
she said. “I think that made me stronger though. I had to learn 
to trust myself within that newness.”
Yoshimi is seen in different styles in the film, from her 
interactions with Takumi in the real world to the hallucinations 
and dreams that Takumi has of her. Because of the differences in 
her character’s behaviour in the real world compared to Takumi’s 
imagination, Wilson and Davison view the non-reality versions 
of Yoshimi as a separate character altogether.
“There are a few scenes that Yoshimi is in as a projection of 
herself from Takumi’s head. When directing Elizabeth, we would 
refer to her as Ishimi, because it wasn’t really Yoshimi—she acted 
in a way that she wouldn’t. We even changed her makeup and 
wardrobe to be what Takumi would see her in,” Wilson said.
“In one scene, visions of Yoshimi are tormenting Takumi 
while he is working out in the forest. The intensity of the scene 
comes through a confrontation, a mocking of sorts, and ends 
in a scream,” Davison said, describing one of her favourite 
scenes. “I found that really challenging. Trusting yourself as an 
actor enough to express intense emotion is a strangely personal 
experience. It is freeing somehow. I felt barriers breaking down 
and felt almost liberated by that scene.”
Indigo finished shooting its first round of filming during 
the end of October in the Lower Mainland, including New 
Westminster. After some additional shoots, the film will be 
ready for a rough edit, which Wilson will take to Los Angeles 
for editing, then back to Vancouver for sound design, music 
composition, and visual effects, including the animation of the 
computer-generated toy robot.
“When the film is complete, we will be submitting it to all 
the big festivals in hopes that it’s selected to premiere at either 
TIFF, Cannes, or NY Film Festival. After it makes its rounds on 
the festival circuit, it will be available to watch online,” she said.
To help fund Indigo, Wilson created a Kickstarter campaign 
in September to raise $60,000 to cover the movie’s costs. The 
Japanese short film offers a glimpse into an unknown world
By Cheryl Minns, Arts Editor
Kohei Shinozaki & Elizabeth Davison in Indigo
campaign began with a slow start, raising a few 
thousand dollars here and there, but made an 
astonishing homerun when it reached the funding goal 
in its last two hours on October 6 with $60,140 from 148 
backers.
“The 25 days during the Kickstarter campaign were 
pretty intense, especially in the final hours,” Wilson said. “We 
continued in pre-production as though we were going to get 
the money—there was no Plan B. I think that was the key to 
success: the mix of the pressure and the positive intentions 
made the money come through.”
The campaign included 10 donation levels that people 
could choose from, ranging from $10 to $8,000, with different 
rewards for each level. The rewards included smaller gifts such 
as digital copies of the Indigo graphic novel or the Indigo film, 
as well as once-in-a-lifetime opportunities such as a set visit or 
private screening with cast and crew for the higher donation 
levels.
“I can’t thank the backers enough,” Wilson said. “I look 
forward to presenting this film to all of them, as it’s truly their 
film too.”
One of the campaign backers, Vancouver filmmaker Kashif 
Pasta, commented on the Kickstarter page why he supported 
the film: “I recently met some of the producers and key crew 
and honestly this is shaping up to be an incredibly fun and 
immersive film. I’m backing just to see these visuals realized, 
not to mention supporting Vancouver filmmakers and more on-
screen diversity in general.”
The film began as six stories written by Wilson, which were 
adapted into a screenplay as well as a graphic novel. The novel 
was offered as part of the Kickstarter campaign and is currently 
in production. Wilson is working with a layout artist on the 
novel’s formatting and then will add dialogue and narration. 
The illustrations are done by David Dennis, an illustrator and 
storyboard artist from New York.
“The graphic novel was illustrated to a much earlier draft 
of the script, so the story is pretty different than the film, which 
I think is cool,” Wilson said.What makes the film and graphic 
novel particularly noteworthy 
is that Wilson not only captured 
the mind of a misunderstood 
individual but the mind of someone 
with a different gender and cultural 
background than hers, being a woman 
originally from Jasper, Alberta.
“Jody wrote from the perspective of 
a man and I think that is an incredible 
accomplishment for a woman to do in any 
form. She also wrote from the perspective and 
culture of a Japanese male,” Davison said.
“Jody made Takumi real and relatable, not scary or weird. 
The story is written emphasizing love and desire, and how 
wrapped up and powerful all those elements are within the 
mind of someone who isn’t always in touch with reality. The 
fantasy, space, sci-fi twist is super interesting,” she said.
“I really wanted to paint a picture, almost a colourful 
picture, of someone’s world that they’re living in that the rest of 
the world will never see,” Wilson said in her Kickstarter video.
“You can see something beautiful in Takumi’s obsession for 
Yoshimi,” Shinozaki said. “I believe it comes from Takumi’s pure 
heart.”
To learn more about Indigo, check out the official website at 
iheartyoshimi.com
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The Norwegian Nobel Committee awarded The 
Nobel Peace Prize for 2014 to 
India’s Kailash Satyarthi and 
Pakistan’s Malala Yousafzai 
“for their struggle against the 
suppression of children and 
young people and for the right 
of all children to education.” 
It is a matter of great pride 
as global citizens to see that 
their efforts and sacrifices 
have been recognized at such 
a prestigious international 
platform, but let us reflect 
upon the virtual and 
motivational influence of this 
global award on the plight 
of children, their rights, and 
the education of young girls 
around the world.
Yousafzai came to the 
limelight between January and 
March 2009 when she started 
writing a daily blog for BBC 
Urdu under the pseudonym 
“Gul Makai” when she was 
just 11. She wrote about the 
life people of her hometown 
who were forced to live under 
the control of the Taliban—a 
radical militant group. She 
constantly wrote about rights 
to education that she and other 
girls like her were deprived of 
because the Taliban banned 
education for girls in Swat—
where she lived—that year. 
In 2012, the Taliban 
attempt to assassinate Malala. 
She miraculously survived 
the attack and thereafter 
has emerged as a symbol 
of defiance in her peaceful 
fight against the militant 
rule that banned education 
for girls in Pakistan. Since 
then, she has been be the 
recipient of multiple national 
and international awards—
highlighted by the Nobel 
Peace Prize this year which has 
focussed the world’s attention 
towards educational rights for 
children and girls. 
Similarly, Kailash 
Satyarthi, who founded a non-
governmental organization—
Bachpan Bachao Andolan (Save 
the Childhood Movement)—
and has fought to protect over 
80,000 children from forced 
labour and trafficking since 
1980, dedicated his award to 
the cause of children rights 
because it was in recognition 
of the plight of more than 
26-million children trapped in 
labour and trafficking across 
the globe. Accepting the award 
he said, “Something which was 
born in India has gone globally 
and now we have the global 
movement against child labour. 
After receiving this award 
I feel that people will give 
more attention to the cause of 
children in the world.” 
The same feelings and 
hopes were expressed by 
Malala, who carries on with her 
campaign. 
But has there been even 
a slight difference ever since 
these global personalities 
started with their respective 
causes? Are more children 
going to schools in countries 
like India, Pakistan, and 
Thailand etc.? Have even a few 
hundred thousand children 
working under pitiable 
conditions been saved? And are 
school-going girls free from the 
fear of Taliban in Swat Valley or 
other stricken areas? Answers 
may include different statistics 
but the whole picture definitely 
shows no significant change 
in the circumstances of these 
children. 
The ground reality shows 
a dismal picture of children’s 
education in many parts of 
the world. Pakistan is still 
spending approximately only 
two per cent of its budget 
on children’s education, 
leaving millions illiterate and 
dependent on meagre jobs to 
make both ends meet. 
Living in a country like 
Canada we might never 
think about such conditions 
for children because they 
don’t exist in our social 
limits. But we can’t ignore 
that there is a high rate of 
unemployment and many 
young children are dropping 
out of schools in North 
America. Providing equality 
and access to education to 
children across the globe will 
have a remarkably positive 
influence in the global 
economy. The United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization’s reports 
have presented that if all the 
children in underdeveloped 
countries are educated, it will 
lower the global poverty by 12 
per cent and per capita income 
will increase by 23 per cent in 
40 years. 
Poverty, social stigma, and 
the vicious cycle of officials, 
politicians, moneylenders, 
militants, and middlemen have 
come in direct confrontation 
with Satyarthi and Yousafzai 
winning the Nobel Peace 
Prize. The more support 
these personalities receive 
internationally, the more 
resentment they are likely to 
meet, especially in their home 
countries. 
No single person who wins 
the Nobel Prize can change 
or fix everything. Eradicating 
poverty, illiteracy, and child 
labour, while improving the 
plight of children is a global 
cause and needs global 
intervention. The stories of 
people winning this award will 
definitely bring these issues 
to political and social agenda 
but a humanitarian approach 
is much needed. Two thousand 
four hundred schools have 
been demolished in Syria 
during the civil war, over 250 
schools have been closed 
down in Democratic Republic 
of Congo due to attacks by 
rebels in 2013, schools have 
been bombed by the Taliban 
in Pakistan, leaving more 
than a million children with 
no access to education and no 
choice but to work to support 
their families. Looking at such 
data, a very strong message 
comes through: “Not Nobel, 
but the compassion needs to be 
globalized.”
 Compassion needs to be globalized 
Not Nobel
Chitwan Khosla
Features Editor
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The world is facing a major ecological crisis in climate 
change, yet very few seem 
fazed by it. Dr. Robert Gifford, 
a professor of psychology and 
environmental studies at the 
University of Victoria, wants to 
know why.
With a grant from the 
Social Sciences and Humanities 
Research Council he is 
continuing his research into 
the psychological issues that 
influence apathy on climate 
change, and what might make 
the public take notice.
While the theory of 
anthropogenic, or man-made, 
global warming (AGW) is well-
supported by scientists, there 
is no shortage of doubters, 
particularly in the United States. 
Despite one study showing 97.2 
per cent of articles and authors 
endorsing the position of 
anthropogenic global warming, 
and another literature review 
showing that only 26 of 25,182 
scientific papers explicitly 
denounced the idea of AGW as 
of 2014, polls from both Yale and 
Gallup show that only a third of 
Americans are concerned, and 
that it ranks the lowest on a list 
of environmental priorities.
Gifford thinks that people 
“generally accept the reality of 
climate change, but still can’t 
turn their intentions or their 
beliefs into actual action.”
According to Gifford, 
there are many cognitive biases 
that inhibit people’s action 
on climate change, which 
include superficial thinking, 
unwarranted optimism 
(the assumption that future 
technology will solve climate 
change in the nick of time), 
and peer influence, biases that 
he calls “dragons of inaction.” 
When asked to clarify the term 
by email, Gifford said it was a 
play on words; deniers being a 
“drag on” pro-environmental 
action.
“We are all influenced by 
the people around us, and if we 
happen to be surrounded by 
people who have apathetic or 
antithetic views about climate 
change, they’re going to tend to 
influence us.”
One “dragon” is uncertainty. 
In an experiment, Gifford 
presented a simulated ocean 
habitat to subjects, and told 
them that he was uncertain 
if there were 10 or 15 tons 
of fish left in a hypothetical 
ocean. When asked to guess, 
participants were more inclined 
to believe the higher number.
“So how this translates to 
climate change is that if not 
every scientist is convinced … 
well then ‘I’ll wait until it’s 100 
per cent before I do anything 
because I want things to be sure 
before I invest some effort,’” said 
Gifford.
As for practical solutions, 
researchers look for what 
motivates people. For example, 
one of Gifford’s colleagues, 
Lorraine Whitmarsh, surveyed 
English cyclists passing through 
central London’s toll booths 
on bikes instead of cars. While 
she expected the cyclists to 
say they were doing it for the 
environment, practically all of 
those surveyed said they were 
cycling for their health, or to 
save money on tolls and parking 
their cars in central London.
Just as peer pressure works 
can induce environmental 
apathy, peer groups can affect 
pro-environmental change as 
well. For instance, a study found 
that residents in a cul-de-sac 
were more likely to install solar 
panels in response to their 
neighbours than residents 
on a long open-ended street, 
just because those in a cul-de-
sac had a better view of their 
neighbours.
For Gifford, increasing 
public awareness means 
discovering what speaks to 
different individuals or groups.
“You want to segment the 
population based on their values 
and beliefs … the principle 
is ‘What’s important to this 
person?’ Talk to that.”
It’s 7 p.m. and you’ve just received a notification 
on your iPhone that Janie’s 
Christmas party is in an hour 
and you completely forgot. 
Since her parties are legendary, 
instead of reaching for another 
bowl of popcorn, you reach for 
something stylish to wear. But 
what? A little black dress, of 
course!
The little black dress, or 
LBD, is one of the most classic 
wardrobe staples a lady can 
have in her closet. Thanks to 
Coco Chanel, who took the 
colour black out of mourning 
and into everyday fashion with 
the first LBD in 1926, women 
in the Western world have 
been dressing them up and 
dressing them down for myriad 
occasions since then.
So what’s so great about a 
little black dress? It’s timeless 
and elegant. You can make a 
splash at school or the office by 
pairing it with a blazer, tights, 
and boots, or if cocktail hour is 
more your style you can pump 
it up for those endless holiday 
parties by losing the blazer 
and choosing luxe accessories 
like a gold clutch and earrings 
to match. What was once 
effortlessly business when 
worn with a sleek bun becomes 
sex kitten chic with a loose, 
volumized hairdo.
Include a search for the 
perfect LBD in your holiday 
planning. You’ll get a ton of 
wear out of it over the next 
two months, and you’ll find 
this handy basic is useful for 
spring and summer looks as 
well. Fit and style are extremely 
important. Because the LBD 
is so simple, it comes in many 
different styles, but is usually 
short (hence the moniker 
“little”)—either skimming the 
knee or just above it. Keep 
length in mind, because the 
length you choose should 
depend on your height. If you’re 
on the shorter side, go for a 
shorter hem; this will lengthen 
your legs. 
If you’re curvy, then fit is 
very important. Don’t go for 
something super tight or super 
baggy. A soft fabric (like silk) 
will skim over your curves 
without hugging them too 
tightly. Pick an A-line skirt that 
flows away from your body. This 
will balance your hips and give 
you a flirty look. Don’t be afraid 
to show off your best features! A 
minimalist outfit is like a blank 
canvas, so pick your best part 
and then dress to flaunt it. 
LBDs can also be 
embellished with lace trims, 
vertical stripes, and can even 
come in the ever-trendy 
bandage style for the Sofia 
Vergara’s among us. But if your 
style is more Zooey Deschanel, 
never fear—there’s a little black 
dress out there with a Peter Pan 
collar on it just screaming your 
name. In the land of the little 
black dress, there’s something 
for everyone. 
Super versatile, and a classic 
wardrobe staple for almost a 
century, the LBD isn’t going 
anywhere anytime soon. Which 
style will you pick?
Dress your little-black-best!
Aidan Mouellic
Staff Writer
Sophie Isbister
Life & Style Editor
 lifeandstyle
@theotherpress.ca
 Finding the right LBD for your shape and style
Psychologist examines environmental apathy
Guthrie Prentice
The Martlet (NUW)
 Why don’t we care?
Dr. Robert Gifford
by Hugo Wong
Polls from both 
Yale and Gallup 
show that only a 
third of Americans 
are concerned, and 
that it ranks the 
lowest on a list 
of environmental 
priorities.
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Patrick Vaillancourt is a 
political essayist and seasoned 
in the arts of non-fiction writing. 
His first book, a memoir, is 
scheduled for publication later 
this year. He is participating 
in National Novel Writing 
Month, otherwise known as 
NaNoWriMo, for the first time.
I admit that if there is one flaw that will cost me success 
in NaNoWriMo, it’s that I 
am thinking too much about 
designing the perfect plot and 
getting to the end of the book. 
It has cost me valuable time 
that could have been otherwise 
spent on writing. 
So this week, I did the 
unthinkable: I threw away 
the concept I had previously 
envisioned and began writing 
a new novel, one that, with any 
luck, will see me to the end of 
this contest. 
I am still struggling with 
perfectionism, something that 
has led me to procrastinate 
more than once this week. 
It was only when I came to a 
realization that perfection isn’t 
required for a first draft that I 
started making considerable 
progress, though much later in 
the week. Perhaps not a good 
sign for me given that I am 
already playing catch-up with 
my word count as it is. 
Though it will definitely 
sound like an excuse, the 
weather also became a factor 
last week. Though sunny, it 
was a little too cold for me to 
sit outside at Starbucks (I can’t 
sit inside and write for some 
quirky reason) or for me to sit 
at Kitsilano Beach and type 
ideas and dialogue into my 
phone. The mere fact that it 
was nice actually had me doing 
other things, like doing some 
window shopping downtown 
to gather Christmas gift ideas. 
That being said, I am sure some 
other excuse would be made if 
the weather had been different 
this week. It’s not that I dislike 
writing or that I am trying to 
avoid it—it’s that novel writing 
is simply not my forte. 
This week, I am committing 
myself to 16 hours of writing—
two hours per weekday and 
six hours on the weekend. It 
might sound like a lot, but it 
really isn’t. The first draft of my 
memoir was written in about 
120 hours of dedicated writing, 
but I was writing about a story 
that had already been played 
out. My novel could generously 
be described as an “unfinished 
idea” at best; it is essentially a 
mélange of personal anecdotes 
from my own life, with some 
fictional events filling in the 
gaps to the story. It’s much 
more complex than one may 
realize. 
I am hopeful that this 
coming week will get me over 
the halfway point, especially 
considering that I am running 
short on time. I signed up 
for NaNoWriMo to put a 
manuscript together by the 
end of the month, and I am 
still committed to meeting that 
objective. 
In the land of “how to meal,” you could consider using a 
slow cooker as playing on cheat 
mode. It certainly is a great 
way to pile your main and your 
side into one easy, sloppy dish, 
best served over rice or quinoa. 
But, all’s fair in love, war, and 
dinner. Cheat away, and dazzle 
your family (or just yourself) 
with this tasty, Thai-flavoured, 
veggie-laden chicken dish. I 
hope you like leftovers, because 
this recipe makes a few meals!
The best thing about slow 
cooker meals is that while it’s 
a good idea to follow a recipe 
for your sauce, you can kind 
of ad-lib the vegetables. I tend 
to throw in any kind of hearty 
vegetable I have laying around. 
In this case, the recipe called for 
onion, squash, and bell peppers, 
but I happened to also have 
some cauliflower in my fridge 
that I knew could stand up to 
a rigorous eight-hour session 
in my Crock Pot. So, without 
further ado, here’s the recipe:
Slow Cooker 
Thai Chicken 
(with files from 
TheLawStudentsWife.
com)
You will need:
Two 14-ounce cans light 
coconut milk
1 cup chicken stock
1/4 cup peanut butter 
(any kind)
3 tablespoons red curry 
paste
2 tablespoons fish 
sauce
2 tablespoons brown 
sugar 
2 tablespoons minced 
fresh ginger
1 tablespoon minced 
garlic
1/4 teaspoon crushed 
red pepper flakes
2 pounds boneless, 
skinless chicken 
breast, cut into 1 1/2-
inch pieces
3 cups peeled and 1/2-
inch cubed butternut 
squash pieces (about 1 
pound)
Two red bell peppers, 
cored and sliced
Two green bell 
peppers, cored and 
sliced 
2 cups chopped 
cauliflower
One large onion, thinly 
sliced (about 3 cups)
2 cups frozen peas, 
thawed
2 tablespoons lime 
juice (about 1 lime)
Chopped fresh 
cilantro, for serving
Directions:
Once you prep all your veggies 
and chicken, prepare the sauce 
in your (large) slow cooker. Mix 
the fish sauce, coconut milk, 
chicken stock, sugar, peanut 
butter, curry paste, ginger, 
and garlic all together. Add 
the rest of the vegetables and 
the chicken (except the peas), 
and turn on your slow cooker. 
This whole process should take 
about 30 minutes (45 minutes 
if you’re me).
Then, carry on with your 
day! Go to the spa! Watch eight 
episodes of The Sopranos! Or 
go to class, whatever. Your tasty 
chicken meal will take eight 
hours to cook on low, or four 
hours on high.
The final step to this easy 
recipe is to add the peas 30 
minutes before the dish is done 
cooking (mostly just to warm 
them up). Serve this dish over 
rice and garnish with the fresh 
lime and the cilantro. Sit back, 
enjoy, and pretend you’re in 
Bangkok! Delicious.
How to meal: 
       Chicken 
                 in the 
       slow cooker
Diary of a starter novelist
Sophie Isbister
Life & Style Editor
 lifeandstyle
@theotherpress.ca
Patrick Vaillancourt
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 Week three: Blowing it all up and starting from scratch
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Right about now is the time of year when not even the 
promise of a full day of classes 
can entice me from my cozy 
bed. So, I’m not leaving my 
house. Here are 10 reasons 
why—maybe they will serve as 
handy excuses for you, too. 
1. My cat is lonely.
2. New episode of 
Scandal on the PVR.
3. My eyebrows are out 
of control.
4. My Razor scooter is in 
the shop. 
5. I wasn’t invited.
6. It’s a “must wash hair” 
day.
7. Catching up on my 
open tabs.
8. Everything I touch 
turns to Skittles.
9. The evil clown who 
murdered my family is 
very close to finding me 
and finishing the job.
10. Chemistry midterm 
tomorrow.
Do you remember every Christmas present you’ve 
ever received? I don’t.
Material objects pass 
through and out of our lives 
as the years go by. I have very 
few of the gifts that I received 
10 years ago. We lose things or 
have to get rid of items because 
we run out of room for them in 
our homes. Technology breaks 
and goes obsolete. Unless it 
holds some sort of sentimental 
value, it will likely be gone in a 
few years.
How do we prevent this 
from happening to the gifts 
we give to our loved ones? It’s 
simple; we think outside the 
gift box. Here are some tips 
on how to immortalize the 
presents you give to those you 
love.
First of all, don’t buy 
presents for every single friend. 
The longer your Christmas 
shopping list becomes, the 
lower quality gifts you can 
afford (or the less time you 
have to make them). If you 
have friends who you enjoy but 
aren’t overly close to, consider 
baking them some goodies, 
getting them some chocolate, 
or offering to take them on a 
coffee date. It still shows that 
you were thinking about them 
without hurting your wallet. As 
well, it may be a relief to your 
friend. After all, haven’t we all 
been in that awkward situation 
where we feel obligated to get 
someone a gift because they 
got us one?
When deciding on what 
to get who for Christmas, 
think about their interests, 
their needs, and your shared 
memories with them. For 
example, if your friend loves to 
paint, gift them some supplies; 
they’ll be sure to use them. 
Gift a framed picture of your 
favourite memory with Mom, 
or better yet, a photo album. If 
your cousin is a coffee fanatic 
but is stuck with a barely-
functioning coffee pot, replace 
it with a French press.
While on the topic of 
memories, use Christmas 
as an opportunity to create 
more. Rather than something 
physical, treat a loved one 
to tickets to a concert or 
performance. It will leave you 
with memories and something 
to talk about. You could also 
help someone build their 
interests, such as paying for 
some guitar lessons for your 
rockstar sibling. 
Quality will always beat 
out quantity. Instead of 
showering someone with four 
cheap knick-knacks, give them 
one present that they simply 
cannot forget. 
It is those who think 
outside the gift box whose 
presents will last through 
the ages, whether it will be 
continually used or just talked 
about for years to come. Those 
are the gifts we will remember.
Usually when it comes time for autumn and winter I 
push hot and hearty, booze-
filled drinks, like coffee and 
Baileys, or my signature “killer 
mulled wine.” However, lately 
I’ve been really into cider 
cocktails. These drinks will take 
your typical cider to a whole 
new level, combining the crisp 
apple notes of the cider with the 
strong, full taste of liquor. Not 
to mention they make a good 
ice-breaker for parties—nothing 
is more fun than introducing 
someone to a drink they’ve never 
even heard of. Here’s what I’ll 
be serving up at all my holiday 
functions.
The Apple Pie
To make this tasty drink 
(which tastes exactly like its 
name), you’ll need a few cans 
of dry cider (I like Strongbow 
or the local, Okanagan-made 
Lonetree Cider) and some 
Fireball cinnamon-spiced 
whisky. Simply pour the cider 
over ice, top with a shot (or two!) 
of Fireball, and then add your 
garnish. For garnish, because the 
Fireball makes the drink quite 
sweet, I like to keep it simple 
with just a dusting of cinnamon 
or a thin slice of Granny Smith 
apple. So simple! So yum! 
Cranberry Mulled Cider
Okay, okay, I know I said 
these weren’t going to be your 
typical drinks. But combining 
the cider with cranberry juice 
is a great refreshing twist on a 
holiday classic. Plus, it’s big-
batch, easy as heck, and keeps 
the party flowing. 
Simply combine, in a large 
pot on the stove, three parts 
hard apple cider (get the two-
litre bottle) to two parts pure 
cranberry juice, a packet of 
mulling spice (readily available 
at most grocery stores this time 
of year), and a half a cup of 
sugar (or to taste). For optional 
garnish and colour, add some 
sliced apples, fresh cranberries, 
or sliced oranges. Heat over low 
heat for a few hours, stirring 
occasionally to dissolve the 
sugar. Don’t let it boil!
The Pom Pomme
This drink is not only 
adorable and delicious, its name 
is super fun to say! It’s the most 
complicated and classic of all, 
and thus, you will need a few 
ingredients as well as a cocktail 
shaker. 
To make (two at a time) 
you will need: two ounces 
pomegranate juice, two ounces 
ginger liqueur (like Giffard’s 
Ginger of the Indies, available 
at BC Liquor Stores), one ounce 
apple liqueur, and a super-dry 
apple cider. To make, fill your 
cocktail shaker with ice and add 
the pomegranate juice and the 
liqueurs. Shake it up, the pour 
into two martini glasses, and top 
each glass with a few ounces of 
your ice cold apple cider.
Serve them up, and 
remember to enjoy responsibly!
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Emotions run high in a game of hockey, but when 
a valuable player goes down 
for an asinine play such as a 
meaningless fight, the team pays 
the price. 
In the wake of Erie Otters’ 
star player, Connor McDavid’s 
hand injury—received in a fight 
against Bryson Cianfrone of the 
Mississauga Steelheads—the 
hockey community is once 
against putting the topic of 
fighting on the discussion table. 
The debate is not whether 
fighting is good or bad for the 
sport, but why do star players 
continue to risk injuries 
fighting? In McDavid’s defence, 
he is 17 years old and probably 
felt invincible. How could he 
not? He is touted as the most 
promising prospect since Sidney 
Crosby. 
No doubt missing five to 
six weeks out of such a defining 
year in his career will leave him 
regretting his decision, perhaps 
leading him to think twice 
before dropping his gloves again. 
It seems as though every 
year a top player gets injured. 
Last year, Steven Stamkos went 
out with a freak leg injury after 
crashing into the opposition’s 
net, and this year Taylor Hall 
is missing games due to a 
similar incident. John Tavares 
missed a portion of last season 
as well after a hit during the 
Sochi Olympics. And this year 
we already saw the absence of 
top forwards, including Zach 
Parise, Mike Cammalleri, T.J. 
Oshie, and Radim Vrbata. 
Injuries happen all the time 
and rarely does skill level 
factor in. Many would say 
that injuries in hockey are 
unavoidable. 
Nevertheless, fights are 
always avoidable, especially if 
it involves an elite player like 
McDavid. The cause of the 
fight was because Cianfrone 
had allegedly slashed McDavid 
numerous times during the 
game, and out of frustration, 
the top prospect took matters 
into his own hands—thus 
injuring it. Hockey teams need 
to protect their star players. It 
doesn’t matter which league 
they’re in. If they want to win, 
they’ll need their best players. 
Remember the overall 
effect of losing Crosby to a 
concussion? Fans want to see 
the grittiness of the game, 
but they also want to see the 
skills of the elite players. And 
any player that suffered an 
initial injury would tell you 
that the game never feels the 
same afterward; there is an 
instinctual need to be careful 
and stay safe. 
For McDavid to injure 
himself in junior may not 
impact his draft standing, but 
in a sport where high impact is 
part of the game, he probably 
doesn’t want the label of 
damaged goods before his is 
selected either. 
There will always be a target 
on the backs of the best players, 
and it’s up to the rest of the 
team to protect their top assets. 
There was a reason why Wayne 
Gretzky avoided fisticuffs at all 
cost. He didn’t need to fight; 
he had a big guy like Marty 
McSorley to protect him. The 
reason why there is still a place 
for enforcers in the game is 
because top players shouldn’t 
get injured fighting. As long 
as fighting remains, which in 
my opinion it should, then 
enforcers need to defend their 
goal scorers. 
Sure, it was McDavid’s fault 
for getting into the fight and 
hurting himself, but the player 
who should feel the worst is 
the guy on the team assigned to 
protect him. 
Writer Douglas Coupland popularized the term 
“McJob” in his groundbreaking 
novel from the ‘90s, Generation 
X: Tales for an Accelerated 
Culture. He defined it as, “A 
low-pay, low-prestige, low-
dignity, no-future job in the 
service sector. Frequently 
considered a satisfying career 
choice for people who have 
never held one.” Such McJobs 
are common and generally seen 
poorly.
We’ve all heard the cliché 
warnings growing up: “If you 
don’t go to university, you’ll 
be flipping burgers for the 
rest of your life.” Any type 
of job that involves cash 
registers, customer service, 
and/or preparing food seems 
designated for high school 
students or lowlife dropouts. 
This is despite the obvious fact 
that many, if not most workers 
with low-prestige jobs are 
adults—usually at a stage in 
their lives when they’ve been 
socialy designated to have a 
“better” job.
There are many reasons 
one might be working in the 
service, retail, or custodial 
industry. Many of the workers 
are students earning money 
to pay tuition and live. Many 
others are graduates who are 
unable to find work in their 
degree area. Such stereotypes 
are realistic and common, 
although many other reasons 
are also prominent. Believe it or 
not, some people actually enjoy 
working those jobs. They may 
find them low-stress, flexible, or 
even fun. Many service workers 
have been at the job for years 
and are comfortable in their 
positions.
There’s absolutely nothing 
wrong with a career being an 
important factor in your life. 
However, for many a job is 
simply a way through which 
they can accomplish other 
things. Many people work in 
industries with flexible hours 
because they pursue outside 
interests such as arts or sports. 
Still others enjoy a 
particular aspect of their jobs 
and find a silver lining. Many 
sanitation workers enjoy the 
exercise they get out of hauling 
garbage, for example. Even if 
there is no enjoyable or concrete 
reason for somebody to be 
working at a McJob, why does 
it matter? A job is simply a way 
of making money. In a perfect 
world, we’d all be doing exactly 
what we wanted to do, and we’d 
all have unlimited cash. All our 
Big Macs would be prepared by 
robots and our classroom floors 
mopped by self-cleaning units.
All workers are people. 
They have their own interests, 
relationships, and lives 
outside of whatever McJob 
they may spend time at. There 
is absolutely nothing wrong 
with making coffee for a 
living, although some jobs are 
considered more “respectable” 
than others. 
There are dozens of reasons 
why someone isn’t working 
the most desirable job on the 
planet, and none of them are 
more valid than another. Having 
a job and making a living should 
be the ideal, rather than having 
a dream occupation to earn as 
much money as possible. We’re 
all much more than whatever 
institution we spend time in to 
bring home that paycheque. 
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The next national general election is scheduled for 
October 2015, thanks to the 
fixed-elections provisions 
Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper’s government passed 
in 2007; that said, the leader 
of our national government 
has the power to request the 
dissolution of Parliament 
at any time. Harper himself 
broke the very law he passed 
in calling the 2008 federal 
election, which would 
return him to power with a 
second consecutive minority 
government mandate. 
In short, Harper could 
call an election any time 
before next October, and 
constitutional term limits 
would allow him to stay in 
power until well-into 2016. 
It seems pundits are 
suggesting that an early election 
could work in Harper’s favour 
given the bump in the polls 
he received in the aftermath 
of the attack on Parliament 
Hill, which coincides with 
Canada’s newfound military 
involvement in Iraq. These 
issues, considered alone, 
make for terrible points of 
interest in the guessing game 
surrounding the next federal 
election, particularly because 
those most concerned with 
issues of national defence are 
already solidly in Harper’s 
vote column—that’s the 
Conservative Party’s base. 
Also, it would be illogical 
for the prime minister to call 
an early election, when the 
fixed-elections provisions in 
the Canada Elections Act came 
precisely to prevent incumbent 
prime ministers from calling 
snap elections. In calling 
the election in 2008, Harper 
rationalized it by saying that 
“Parliament had become too 
dysfunctional.” He would not 
be able to get away with that 
now, as the leader of a majority 
government. 
Some suggest that the 
timing of an early election 
may have to do with external 
legal matters. Suspended 
Senator Patrick Brazeau will 
be particularly busy next year 
in court, defending himself 
against sexual assault charges 
as well as breach of trust 
allegations in two separate 
trials. Senator Mike Duffy 
is also expected to have his 
day in court on bribery and 
breach of trust charges next 
spring. It’s been suggested that 
Harper will call an election in 
advance of these cases coming 
before a judge. The problem 
is that much of the damage 
on that front has already been 
done—having these cases 
heard will not make anyone 
less inclined to vote for the 
Conservatives. It’s clear that 
the Conservative base can be 
revved up to unseat a corrupt 
government of another political 
stripe (see: the Liberal Party 
and the sponsorship scandal), 
but will likely turn out to vote 
Conservative in the face of 
their own party’s misgivings. 
Given the Conservatives’ 
rather healthy war chest, 
I’m certain they can afford a 
well-coordinated campaign 
in October, without worrying 
about the Brazeau/Duffy legal 
drama. 
The wild card is polls, 
and for the last 20 months, 
Harper has trailed the Liberals. 
The attack ads so effective in 
destroying previous Liberal 
leaders have failed. Harper’s 
best bet is to wait and let Justin 
Trudeau trip up, which will 
be easy as soon as Trudeau’s 
autobiography comes out. 
Harper will have some fodder to 
play with in creating new attack 
ads, and place the young Liberal 
leader on the defensive. This 
strategy requires time, which 
brings us back to the October 
election date. 
Finally, a February budget 
forecast projects a return to 
surplus for the first time in a 
number of years. Harper will 
want the opportunity to pass 
the budget and give Canadians 
the goodies: adult fitness tax 
credits, doubling of the tax-free 
savings account maximum, 
income splitting measures, and 
expanding his child care tax 
credit. All bundled together, 
it makes Harper look like 
he’s doing a good job, and 
Canadians will remember this 
over the scandals that took 
place on his watch. 
Harper may not stick to the 
October 19, 2015 fixed-election 
date, but I’m putting my money 
on a “back to school” fall 2015 
election. 
There was a time when I was rewarded for my 
minor accomplishments 
with a trip to Pizza Hut. My 
parents would gather my good 
company together to enjoy an 
evening at a restaurant that 
served primarily pizza. Today, 
the dine-in culture of pizza is 
gone. Cheap and convenient 
pizza joints such as Fresh Slice, 
Megabite Pizza, and Pizza 
Garden have multiplied over 
the years, lowering the margin 
for big-name pizza franchises.
On November 19, Pizza 
Hut will do what their low-key 
counterparts have been doing 
since their inception by offering 
a diverse new menu. One 
appealing factor of the smaller 
pizza places is their ability to 
improvise. A customer can 
look through the sneeze guard 
and see the variety—that’s the 
demand. And with a declining 
market of dine-in customers, 
Pizza Hut will have to do more 
than pepperoni and meat lover. 
Pizza Hut’s new menu 
will offer innovative flavours 
including Sweet Sriracha 
Dynamite, Buffalo State of 
Mind, Old-Fashioned Meat 
Brawl, and more. Offering 
specialty dishes is nothing new 
in the restaurant industry and 
many culinary innovators are 
using traditional food as a blank 
canvas, creating what some are 
calling “frankenfood.” 
Sushi restaurants, especially 
in Vancouver, have been some 
of the most adventurous 
eateries in the world. Almost 
every sushi menu has a 
page dedicated to specialty 
sushi, some exclusive to the 
restaurant. Having unique 
dishes allows the company to 
drive up the price, and if the 
dish attracts a cult following, 
then in a way, the business will 
never die. 
Pizza, like sushi, comes 
with a plethora of flavours, 
and customers now have an 
acquired taste within the food 
genre. It’s more than being 
daring. Anybody who had 
tasted the poutine pizza could 
tell you that; it’s about giving 
the market what they want. 
People are sick of the pepperoni 
pizzas and the California rolls. 
Competition in the food and 
beverage industry is a battle, 
and more menu options is the 
key to victory. 
Pizza Hut was once a “high 
class” pizza restaurant, but it 
can no longer survive with that 
persona. The public has become 
acclimatized to the quick-serve 
pizza joints and place customer 
service at the bottom of their 
pizza experience needs. They 
can eat pizza off a plate or they 
can eat it while sitting on the 
curb, it doesn’t matter. What 
matters is the taste. 
Premium dishes with 
unique ingredient combinations 
make eating fun. And with so 
many dining choices around the 
block, executives need to find 
ways to separate their menu 
from others’. When people 
consider ordering pizza they 
often don’t have a preference; 
whichever delivers fastest, 
whichever is closest, and 
whichever has the best recipes 
will win the pizza war in the end. 
Pizza Hut’s new initiative is 
far from revolutionary, but it’s 
necessary. And for other failing 
food chains in the red, Pizza 
Hut’s renaissance should act as 
an inspiration. 
 Construct your own meal is the future of dining
Pizza Hut’s avant garde menu will top it off
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Let’s all get honest here for a second and admit that 
as Canadians we probably 
download more music and 
movies than we pay for. We’re 
in an Internet age, and that 
comes with certain benefits 
for the frugal. Unfortunately 
accessing the Pirate Bay and 
other peer-to-peer-based file 
sharing sites can be a bit hit or 
miss if you don’t want a screen 
full of debasing porn ads.
I would never describe 
myself as a prude, and nudity 
itself has never been an issue 
with me since I left that 
awkward puberty phase. I’m 
comfortable with myself, my 
size, and who I am, so I don’t 
believe my criticism of these 
advertisements is coming from 
a conservative or envious place. 
I just think I should be able 
to search my favourite torrent 
libraries for Dolly Parton’s 
Greatest Hits, without seeing 
images of nude women being 
exploited to sell something to a 
demographic I don’t fit in. 
As a 20-something female 
in a stable relationship, 
obviously these ads aren’t for 
me. They’re directed towards 
a generalized demographic 
of lonely, basement-dwelling, 
heterosexual men—a 
stereotype of Internet users 
that was deemed false 
sometime around the Y2K 
scare. Unfortunately, nobody 
told the advertisers that. 
Advertisements that 
feature catch lines such as 
“Facebook for sluts” and 
“Russian women want to chat 
with you!” accompanied by 
often nude or underwear-
clad women, just don’t get 
my motor running. Call me 
optimistic, but I find it hard 
to believe that they work on 
men either. What I find most 
facepalm worthy is when the 
ad is marketing something that 
has nothing to do with women. 
Evony is a game I have 
seen advertised on Isohunt, 
the Pirate Bay, and Sumo 
Torrent. The ads themselves 
often feature scantily clad 
women—either real photos 
or suggestive, well-endowed 
cartoons—begging for 
someone to “come and play 
with me.” Now, given the 
nature of the ads, one might 
assume that the game itself is 
some sort of dating simulator 
or maybe an online role-
playing game. Nope, Evony is 
purely a strategy game, similar 
to chess. So why then use 
naked women to sell it, and 
why advertise on every torrent 
cache or directory available? I 
have no idea, but then again, 
I’m not a marketing executive. 
Given that so many people 
of all ages, marital statuses, 
and genders now use the 
Internet, I think that this 
method of advertising should 
go the way of the dinosaurs. 
The feminist in me is mad 
at the blatantly exploitative 
nature of these ads, while 
the realist in me is tired of 
being continually bombarded 
with advertisements that will 
never, ever interest me. To 
put it in perspective for our 
male readers, it would be like 
if every YouTube video was 
preceded by an ad for yeast 
infection medication. 
There’s a simple solution 
of course. If you need ads, 
like many of these free-to-use 
sites do, then why not accept 
advertisements for things that 
all Internet users might enjoy, 
regardless of gender. Things 
like Snuggies or Mountain 
Dew—you know, stuff useful 
for all those late nights 
downloading the latest episode 
of Sherlock or Arrow. 
 Pornographic advertisements do not belong in our torrent libraries
I want torrents, not tits!
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The problem BC Ferries faces is a common one: many 
transportation enterprises have 
been known to lose money. But 
the way they are handling it is 
classless, knowing that they 
have a monopoly. Commuters 
traveling to and from the 
island do not have another 
alternative, and to act as 
though keeping the Horseshoe 
Bay to Nanaimo route, one of 
the most popular routes for BC 
Ferries, is doing the public a 
great favour, well that is as if 
BC Hydro decided to turn off 
the power in the middle of the 
night to save money, since well, 
nobody needs electricity while 
they sleep, right? 
BC Ferries’ clever tactic 
was to present a whole bunch 
of despicable proposals. Then, 
when everybody got pissed 
enough, they gave us an 
indisputable alternative: fare 
increase. Wow, didn’t see that 
coming. Thanks. 
In a viral open letter to BC 
Ferries posted on Facebook, 
Campbell River resident 
Sean Smith explains his 
frustration claiming that he 
doesn’t understand why BC 
Ferries is presenting itself 
as some sort of luxury cruise 
ship, embarking on an exotic 
destination. BC Ferries at its 
best is a vessel for a weekend 
getaway, and for most people 
who use it, it’s an overpriced 
Sea Bus. Smith goes on to 
say that the vessel does not 
need a fancy restaurant, it 
does not need a marketing 
department, and it does not 
need bold advertisements in 
Rogers Arena. We don’t see 
ads in public areas telling us to 
ride the bus do we? What BC 
Ferries needs to do is get off its 
high horse and act accordingly. 
The government doesn’t 
want to pay for the ferries 
anymore and for many who 
live on the island that is 
just ridiculous since many 
of the island taxpayers 
support infrastructure in the 
Lower Mainland, and the 
demand to cross the strait 
is as high as ever. Someone 
at some point in the office 
of BC’s Transportation and 
Infrastructure Ministry messed 
up. But it doesn’t seem as 
though the government is 
trying to fix the problem; 
rather, they are subtly adjusting 
it, turning our attention in 
another direction. Maybe 
this whole business is just to 
distract us while Enbridge 
takes over. Conspiracy alert! 
What we need now is a 
private organization to stand up 
and see the opportunity. There 
is a lot of growth on Vancouver 
Island, a region in our province 
larger than many island nations 
in the world, and connecting 
it with the rest of the country 
can only be seen as a benefit. 
After all, there is a bridge 
linking Prince Edward Island, 
a landmass less than half the 
size of Vancouver Island with 
approximately six times fewer 
people, to the mainland. 
The solution is right in 
front of our eyes but for many 
who make the choices, it’s too 
big of a commitment. By having 
the BC Ferries as a scapegoat, 
the public will have something 
consistent to complain about. 
There will always be problems 
for the government; why 
not centralize it? Why not 
foreshadow the worst and act as 
though they have saved the day 
by doing nothing except raising 
the price? Nice trick. Now do 
your job.  
 Why empty threats will not save money
BC Ferries strong arm commuters 
with sea-leg proposals 
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Reading about all the elec-tions coming up has really 
got me thinking: I’ve listened to 
the debates and read up on the 
policies of all the candidates, 
and it really frustrates me how 
everybody is completely wrong 
except for the guy I’m voting for.
I don’t know why 46 per 
cent of people support the 
other candidate compared to 
the 44 per cent that support 
mine. The only explanation 
is that those 46 per cent are 
complete and utter morons. 
I’m particularly concerned 
about their slight difference 
with regard to increased taxes 
that don’t affect my bracket, 
environmental regulations 
that won’t come into effect for 
a decade, and their choice of 
party colour combinations.
I’m not an ignoramus 
when it comes to politics. I 
read an article in the local 
daily newspaper and follow my 
preferred politician on Twitter. 
I even took an Intro to Political 
Science course in my first year 
of college, which means I know 
close to the same amount of 
important information as 
any of the candidates. I know 
everybody wants to make an 
informed rational decision cast-
ing their ballot—but clearly, 
46 per cent of people can’t be 
bothered to even get informed.
I’ve told a lot of my friends 
about why I support my pre-
ferred candidate. Although 
about half of them agree he’s 
the guy to vote for, the other 
half don’t even know what 
they’re talking about. They 
actually dared to disagree with 
some of the policies my guy 
has supported. Can you believe 
the nerve of some people? 
They must hate this city, this 
country, and democracy. Some 
of them have even gone so far as 
to try to defend their decision. 
“Not everything is a complete 
partisan issue,” they tell me. 
“It’s not all black and white. 
Both candidates have strong 
ideas, and aren’t perfect in 
every decision.” They’ve been 
brainwashed by the political 
media to blindly follow what the 
politicians tell them. But I know 
the truth, and it’s that the per-
son I’m voting for is absolutely 
the right fit for the position.
One of my friends even had 
the nerve to say he’s “unde-
cided” about who to vote for, 
and won’t make up his mind 
until the day of. According to 
some shocking polls I found on 
the Internet, 10 per cent of the 
population feels the same way! 
There’s no other explanation 
for how they’ve found the nerve 
to not read a Facebook post or 
glance at a headline proving 
my candidate is the superior 
choice. Have they never seen a 
TV commercial outlining bad 
things once said by members 
of the party I’m not voting for?
Politics is a dangerous and 
often confusing game. But I’m 
confident that my knowledge 
as a slightly sheltered college 
student who has voted in 
one election before triumphs 
every other voter’s opinion. 
Well, the ones who disagree 
with me, I mean. Everyone 
on my side understands. 
Did you forget to wear a shirt 
today? Did you wear too many 
shirts today? Were you so 
hungry after lunch that you 
found yourself eating barely-
trash Timbits from the cafeteria 
garbage can? Did you get your 
period in any memorable way? 
We want to know about it. 
We know that there are times 
in your life when you look at 
yourself and you can barely 
believe the shameful person 
looking back at you—but 
don’t worry! There’s absolutely 
absolution in sharing. Get it off 
your chest. Send us your most 
cringe-worthy confessions at 
humour@theotherpress.ca, and 
spread the shame.
I recently decided that I was 
going to give online dating a 
shot—lets face it, it’s been a 
while, and a girl has needs. I 
burned through all of the usual 
free suspects: Tinder, POF, 
stalking friends of friends on 
Instagram, but nothing stuck. 
All I found were the creeps, 
the weirdos, and the seriously-
confused–as-to-why-I-was-
contacting-them guys. 
So I caved and decided to 
pay for it. 
I chose carefully, and within 
my means; I wanted a site 
that wasn’t so exclusive that I 
would attract men looking for 
a midlife crisis, but I also wasn’t 
looking for a broke guy wanting 
someone to finance his weed 
habit. 
As soon as I signed up 
with my site of choice, I was 
immediately matched with 
plenty of options—some 
with more potential than 
others. When I filled out my 
preferences (i.e. must love dogs, 
good sense of humour, older 
than me, etc.) I figured I would 
be matched with men who were 
mature, funny, and not related 
to me. That’s right, on day 
three with my carefully selected 
dating site I was matched with 
my uncle. Stats: good looking, 
successful, healthy, loves dogs, 
and is a blood relative and this 
would be illegal. 
I have now given up on the 
Internet. #Winning
—Chelsea, 27 
 Why I know exactly how things should be
 Family connection
‘All your political opinions are definitely 
wrong unless they match mine’
College Confessional…
Cazzy Lewchuk
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Are you sick and tired of the inhumanely overpriced textbooks? 
Do you have stacks of used books at home just waiting to be sold? 
Fed up with the way things are and have hope for what some day could be? 
You’re in luck!
A group of students have come together to organize what they’re hoping will become Douglas 
College’s first annual Textbook Market, and they need your help!
During the first week of the semester, our organizers will be raising up makeshift stands outside the 
bookstore, where you will be free to try to peddle your artisanal used textbook wares to your heart’s 
content. 
We’re hoping to have the support of at least 200-strong by the end of the week. 
Sign-up is easy: all you need to do is show up with whatever used textbooks you’ve already invested 
half your savings account into, bring a chair, an entrepreneurial spirit (and maybe a pitchfork, just 
in case), and you’re good to go! 
The market will be a week-long affair boasting various food trucks, live music, comfortable seating 
arrangements, and much more. 
Let’s work together to bring down the tyrannical power that the bookstore prices hold over us!
Down with the establishment!
Arise the common folk! 
Family and friends are welcome. 
HIDDEN DISCLAIMER: The Douglas College Textbook Market is in no way for sure 
not a guise to a movement that will overthrow the bookstore and drive down prices 
through hostile demands. If you are interested in being a part of such a protest, 
this is definitely “not” the place to be this January. 
Let’s change our world together, one “Textbook Market” at a time—email hoax@theotherpress.ca 
for details!
Sick of taking real(ly 
boring) classes every 
semester? We explore the 
courses that we’d actually 
like to take. Douglas 
College—take note!
Beer pong 101 
Course Code: BOOZE 0101
Faculty: Drunk Sciences
Department: Drinking 
games
Credits: 8.0
Learning Format: 
Classroom—Held in the 
New Westminster campus 
gymnasium
Typically Offered: 
Evening—Unwind from a 
long day of classes, while 
still learning!
Course Overview:  
Entry-level beer pong. 
Course Content: Head 
over to the Douglas 
bookstore and pick up your 
Beer Pong 101 starter kit 
(includes a mini fold-up 
table, 12 red cups, and four 
ping-pong balls—the beer 
is sold separately).
Course Objectives:  This 
semester we will take a 
walk down memory lane 
and study the rich history 
of the sport, and then take 
the time to master the 
basics. Extra credit may be 
given for winning the Beer 
Olympics at the send of the 
semester. This course is 19+ 
only.
I’d take that class! 
Allie Davison 
Columnist
Chandler Walter
Columnist
 College courses that should be things
 Come join in on our struggle to avoid crushing debt!
First annual  
‘Used Textbook Market’
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Grammer Time
By Angela Espinoza, News Editor
With the overwhelmingly positive response the 
With the overwhelmingly 
positive response the Puppy 
Room received during the 
finals week last December, 
some people around Douglas 
College were thinking of 
opening up another room to 
help students deal with their 
overwhelming stress
The Fury Room will be 
a new instalment beside 
the Puppy Room, where 
disgruntled, on-the-edge 
learners will be able to go and 
cope with their stress in a 
rather different way. 
With completely 
soundproofed walls, this 
windowless room will be filled 
with nothing but punching 
bags, dummies, stress balls, 
and pillows. The walls and 
floors will be padded, and Rage 
Against the Machine’s “Killing 
in the Name” will be played 
on a constant loop in the 
background. 
“We understand that 
everyone deals with their stress 
in different ways,” said James 
McCarthy, the visionary behind 
this project. “Petting a puppy 
is all well and good for some 
people, but for others, you just 
really need to hit something. 
We’ve created a non-violent 
Fight Club, if you will.” 
The Fury Room, however, 
is not only for the destructively 
inclined, as it offers a wide 
array of coping possibilities. 
“The room will be so 
soundproofed that even the 
most soul-crushingly hopeless 
screams of utter despair will 
be stifled,” McCarthy happily 
assured us. “Which is good, 
because we all know how 
distracting those can be in the 
library around finals time.”
The Fury Room will also be 
fully stocked with tissues, for 
those who prefer to cry away 
the pain and disappointment 
they’ve brought to their 
families. 
The room will probably be 
open on December 5 from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. (other dates to 
be determined) for all students 
wanting/needing to use the 
facility*.
*It should be noted that 
therapy sessions are mandatory 
for all those who sign up. It 
should also be noted that this 
is a joke.
Against all odds, a recent graduate has shown the 
world how to make an arts 
degree work for them.
After graduating with a 
degree in English (minor in 
liberal studies), 23-year-old 
Monay Maker struggled with 
one major roadblock: he was 
lost as to how to actually utilize 
his degree in the corporate job 
market. Already in debt with 
$20,000 in student loans, Maker 
knew he had to make a move.“
As someone with a BA, I’m 
all about making big money,” 
said Maker. “But at first, the big 
money I was after eluded me.
”Formerly a full-time barista 
in Coquitlam, Maker began 
voicing his desire for quick cash 
and better employment to his 
customers.  A regular at the 
coffee shop, known only by the 
name of Dr. Iceman, offered 
Maker a job helping him ship 
high quality pharmaceuticals to 
the less fortunate and mentally 
ill.
“I was ecstatic when Iceman 
offered me a job, as he seemed 
to only ever pay for his coffee in 
$100 bills. I felt like this was my 
out,” explained Maker. “Other 
employees always spelled his 
name ‘Icemen,’ and that’s the 
reason he loved me. I was the 
only one who spelled it right. I 
knew my English major would 
open up a world of opportunity 
for me.
”After quitting his 
barista job on the spot, 
Maker began working full-
time for Iceman, helping to 
conceal pharmaceuticals for 
international shipments.
“Having the chance to read 
so many wonderful books during 
my degree led me to suggest 
the perfect way to smuggle 
drugs across the border,” said 
Maker. “We would cut out the 
middle part of the book, place 
the product inside, and then 
just close it back up again. The 
Bible makes a great door stopper, 
but it’s even better for shipping 
dope.”
After paying off his student 
loan and making enough money 
to support himself, Maker 
shifted careers and made a bid 
for the entertainment world. 
It was during this time that 
he wrote all of the songs that 
appeared on his debut album, 
Get Cash or Die Tryin’.“
Having taken multiple 
poetry classes, I was already 
familiar with some of the basic 
rhyming patterns,” said Maker. 
“Like I already mentioned, I 
knew my degree was gonna get 
me that cash.”
Released back in June of 
this year, Get Cash or Die Tryin’ 
debuted at the top of the US 
billboard charts and has enjoyed 
seven hit songs, including 
Maker’s first single, “C.U.N.T.” 
Standing for “Chosen Ultra-hip 
National Teacher,” Maker’s song 
has been particularly praised for 
its honest and inspiring chorus: 
“I don’t know what you heard 
about a fee/But a bitch can’t not 
respect my degree/No student 
loans, no debts, you can see/I’m 
just a motherfuckin’ C.U.N.T.”
But instead of basking 
in his absurd wealth, Maker 
recently began to give back to 
the academic world that helped 
make him the success he is 
today. Using the profits from his 
album sales, Maker is currently 
funding the construction of 
several colleges across the 
country in hopes that future 
generations can enjoy similar 
successes.
Only offering a single 
course, students attending 
Maker’s college will graduate 
with a degree in “Monay 
Making,” which will prepare 
them for a life of incomparable 
stardom, burgeoning popularity, 
and, of course, big big money.
 New stress room to open at Douglas   
College this finals week
 Literary and poetry skills enough to pull man out of burgeoning student loans
Unleash your fury! 
Recently graduated English major experiences 
overwhelming financial, personal success 
Chandler Walter
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